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THE TRAINING OF ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL TEACHERS IN MATHEMATICS

IN THE COUNTRIES REPRESENTED IN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON

THE-TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.

INTRODUCTION.

The accompanying report deals with' the mathematical ,training of
prospective teachers in elementary schools as destiribed in the 'reports
submitted by the International Commission pn the Teaching of
Mathematics to the Fifth International Congress of Mathemliticians,
held at Cambridge, England, in August, 1912. A comparative study
of the facts presented in these reports is of interest for those engaged
in the training of teachers in this country,, if only because they indi-
cate that the standards elsewhere are as chaotic as they are here.
The requirements of the normal schools, or corresponding institu-
tions, vary from h review, of the elementary-school arithmetic to the
mathematics required for entrance to colleges and universities; or,
from another point bf view, from an emphasis on the purely
professional needs, limited to the immediate requirements of the
elementary schools, to academic and cultural aims founded on the
principle that the more a teacher knows about the subject, in addition
to the purtly professional training, the more successful will be his
',Teaching. But, great. as is the variety of standards and aims in
Europe, almost every standard finds a parallel in this country, owing
to the absence of uniformitya condition almost paralleled in Eng-
land and Switzerland. But, if a generalization may ho permitted, it
would he true to say that the academic standards 'in the best systems
are higher in the more advanced countries of Europe than they are
in the United States.

Several reasons may bo adduced to account for the condition here
described. The training of elementary-school teachers is still ob-
sessed with the traditions that arc associated with a system of train-
ing by apprenticeship. More emphasis has always been placed on
professional knowledge and technical ability than on general aca-
demic training; so that while the secondary-school teacher has
been expected to be a master of subject matter, the elementary-
school teacher has been narrowly trained in methods of instruction.
Hence the candidate for the elementary-school branch has been con-
sidered to..be sum 'ently equipped if his knowledge of subject matter/
is equivaltuit to th t given in a secondary school. Another im:portant
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factor, whichz,has perhaps not received the attention in the reports
that it merits, is that in general the instructors in normal schools are
themselves not university trained, and the demand for university -
trained instructors can not become strong until t14 principles upon
which the training of elementary-school teachers based become
broader and more liberal. Finally, it may be that most countries,
and in the United States in particular, the standar s in mathematics
have been greatly affected by the fact that the great. majority of

candidates entering the teaching profession atte women. It is

almost universally the case in European normitil schools that in
mathematics lower attainments are required frorp the women than

from the men students.
The general probleni is, however, receiving considerable' attention

both in practical administration and in theoretilal discussions. At
present the European countries aro all passing through a transition
stage, which finds expression in dissatiafaction ,with the prevailing
arrangements. The tendency generally is in the direction of raising

the standards of the academic or cultural traininga tendency which
roaches its culmination-in the admission of certain elementary-school
teachers to some university courses in Germany; in the prevision of
facilities to attract graduates of secondary schools td the elementary -
school service, as in Hesse, England, Italy, aitd Switzerland; in the
gradual separation Of professional and academic training by such ,a4."`
provision as the introduction of a fourth year for students in the de-
partments of education of universities in England; and in the United
States in the continually increasing opportunities for the improvement
of teachers in service. That the best thought in, this country has not
been backward in formulating the task that lies before those inter-
ested in the training of teachers is indicated in the recommendations
of the American committees, which are quoted in the section on the
United States.

BELGIUM.

The normal schools for men and women in Belgium are organized

on the basis of a four-year course. The students are admitted at the
age of 15, ate+ an entrance 'examination on the subjects of the
elementary school. Arith*ic is the only mathematical, subject
included in the examine on, and consists of a written test (two
questions of general arithmetic and two problems) and an oral test
(two questions of general arithmetic and an exercise in mental arith-

metic). The students must obtain 50 per cent of the marks to pass.
The mathematical subjects in the normal schools consist of arith-

metic, algebra (in first and second years), and plane geometry (in
second and third years) for men, and only arithmetic for women.
The.time allotment per week is as follows:



Baufirum;

Time allotment per week in mathernatiial *abject',

Tint
year.

Second
Tor.

Yiezith
year.

Men 3 2
Women . 2 I

Algebra and geometry are dropped in the fourth year of the men's
course, and the time is given to a review of arithmetic with special
reference to the requirements of the elementary school and the
method of instruction, Promotion examinations take place at. the
close of each year on the subjects of that year. The final examina-
tion includes only; mental and general kritlunetic and the metric
p)..tein

The following aims are prescribed in the regulations of 1896:
(1) The subjects aro to be limited to what is necessary with special
reference to the needs of the different stages of the elementary
school; (2) attention is to be confined to the purely professional
aspect without digressions into theory, except that instruction in
everyday arithmetic must emphasize the practical utility of the sub-
ject and its content witli reference to partnership, insurance, savings
banks, annuities, etc.; n mental arithmetic the 'students are to be
drilled in short methods and rules rather than ,principles; (3) the
students must be trnefil by frequent handling of concrete objects,
by question's, oral Ark, and practical exercises to promote their
own developmeitt. It is found, however, that as a general rule the
method of instruction is didattic, and the students tend to be pas-
sive recipients.

The outline.of the work in the men's normal schools is as follows:

FIRST YELE.

Aritkrnetic.Integers. Preliminary introduction and definitions. Decimal sys-
tem. Fundamental operations, heir number and character; methodical explana-
tion; principles of multiplication and division.

Decimal numbers. Numeration and its properties. ,Fundamental operations.
Approximations:

Concrete and practical study of the legal system of weights and measures.
Divisibility and properties of numbers. Principles of divisibility, e. g., by 2 and

6, by 4 and 25, by 8 and 125, by 9 and 3, by 111. Remaindersjn divisions by these
numbers. Test elf multiplication and division by casting out the 9's.

Greatest common measure of two or more numbers by the method of successive
divisions.

Common fractions; origin and definitions. Numeration. Simplification of fractions.
Reduction of fractions. Reduction to the lame denominator. Fundamental opera-
tions. Conversion into decimal fractions.

Excises in mental arithmetic, chiefly ovith the aid of short method with whole
numbers, decimals, and common fractions.

93381*-15----2
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Solution (b} + the method of reduction to unity) of various problems bearing on
eteryday needs.

°D,iscuasion of the work in the lower stage'of tho elementary school.
Algebra.Easy problems to illustrate the value of algebraic notation. Introduc-

tion and definitions. Fundamental operation.. Factors. Fractions; definition;
simplification by factors. Fundamental operations. Equations; definitions; general
principles of the solution of equations. Solution of .numerical equations of the first
degree with one, two, and three unknowns. Methods of elimination by addition
:and subtraction, by substitution, by comparison of values. Problems. Principles
of divisibility. Division of.xs±cs by x±c,

SECOND YEAR.
.

Arillemetit.Properties of numbers. 1".2a common multiple and greatest common
measure of two or more numbers. Reduction of fractions to the same denominator.
Divisibility by 6, 18, 15, 45, etc.

Recurring decimals.
Ratio and proportion. Numbers directly and inversely proportional. Problem..
Methc,1 of reduction to unity. Application to rule of three. Simple interest;

simple discount at home and abroad; average maturity; revenues; contracts; savings
banks and State annuities; insurance; proportional shares and partnership; rate,
exchange, and commission; alligation; and alio!, a

Mental arithmetic on these operations.
Discussion-of the work of the intermediate stage of the elementary school, inclut

ing the legal system of weights and measures
fgrbra.:Algebraic equations of the first degree with one unknown. Problems.

Exampled of indeterminate and impossible numerical equations
Moaning of negative solutions of problems. Exercises on newel\ e quantities.

A o
Discussion of results in the forms: -0 e 0

0

Diacussion of problems of moving bodies, etc., especially of geometric problems.
Algebraic equation, of the first degree with two or three unknowns. Problems.

Discussions of the general principles for soling two equations with two unknowns.
Geometry. Definitions. Axioms. Properties of triangles. Equality of triangles.
Properties of perpendiculars and oblique lines. Equality of-right triangles. Par-

allels. The sum of the angles of a triangle and of some polygons. Properties of a
parallelogram.

Properties of the circle and figures resulting from combinations of circles and straight
lines. Relative positions of two circles.

Ini_aiinmensurables in general. Measurement of angles, Inscribed and circum-
scribed quadrilaterals.

Noteworthy points of triangle; circumscribed, inscribed, and °scribed circles;
center of gravity, common point of the altitudes.

Problems of construction. Loci. Analysis and synthesis in geometric solutions.
Applications.

Measurement of plane arena. Principal relations between the parts of it triangle.

THIRD TEAR.

Powers. Extraction of square and cube roots. Determination of these roots
approximately.

Arithmetical and geometric progressions.
Logarithms. Use of tables. Application to compound interest and annuities.
Discussion of the work of the upper'stage of the elementary school:,
Geometry. Proportional lines. Similarity of figures. Proportional lines in a

15. Area of the triangle as a function of the three aides.
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Problems of construction based on the previous course.
Properties of regular polygons: Construction of regular polygons with 3, 4, 5, 8,

8, 10,12, and 15 sides. Area of a regular polygon. Measurement of circumference,
circle, and sector. Discussion of a method of determining the rotation col`-e cir-

,canference to the diameter. Problems of construction.
.Surveying. Description of use of surveying instruments. Measurement of

size of plate. Drafting of plans with the aid of the inatrumente and the plane table.
Practical applications. Leveling.

Review.
TORTII YEAR.

Arithmeiir .Thorough revie. of the work'of the first two years. Review of the
program of the elementary school as a.whole with model lemons, especially on those
parts lees thoroughly studied in the normal echzle.

Various problems arkd exercises in rapid calculation.

In addition to this program the students are given a..course in
special Method by the professor of method. This course includes
a discussion of the ireAhods of the mathematical sciences-4analysis
and synthesis, induction and deduction, and of the theory and
method to be folloAved in teaching arithmetic, the system of weights
and measures, and the prescribed program. This course is supple-
mented by the professor of mathematics, The discusses the develop-
rnigitr and correlation of the progrlims of he elementary and adult
,school, fun directs the model lessons lit the subject, and the sub-
sequent criticisms.. 'Il the different classes of a practice school the
students give practice lessons in computation, theoretic arithmetic,
and the mttric system.

The program of the normal school: is admittedly inadequate, but
the tendency to adopt the suggestions of the modern reform move-
ment is not yet appreciably stror}g. All that the reformers propose
at present is an extension of the arithmetic program in the normal.
schools women by one year and the introduction of two books
of plane geometry, and in the normal schools for men the Continua-
tion of algebra up to the solution of equations of the second degree
wither unknown and of geometry- up to the chief principles of
solid geometry.

DENMtRii.
The -normal schools of Denmar

under State supervision; a few
(must be over 18 years of age o
teaching experience before
entrance requirements in ma
four fundamental operations
(including decimals), to sol
fundamental operations in
of the first two years are

are public and private, but all are
are coeducational; students, who

entering, must have had one year's
ey are admitted. The minimum

matics'consist of ability to handle the
with integral numbers and fractions
easy problems, and to work the four

ebra. In the normal schools the courses
a general cultural character, while the
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third year is devoted to professional studies and practice teaching.
Mathematics is taught only in the first two years, 8 hours a week
in'the first year and 7 in the second out of a total of 36 tours.

The standards attained in mathematics in the normal school are
indicated in the scope of the final examination, conducted by the
State board of education:

Arithmetic.Rule of three. Compound rule of three with application to problems
hicluding foreign coinage, measures, and weights; alligation; compound
interest; common business processes; decimal fractAptui. Extraction of roots; equa-
tions the first and second degrees; calculation onurfacejand solids.

General arithmetic and algebra.The four fundamental operations; powers and roots;
factors; divisions of polynomials; greatest common measure and least common multiple
of numbers and polynomials; proportion; equations of firsAnd second degrees with
one ormore unknowns; simple equations of the second degree with several unknowns;
decimal fractions; logarithms; compound interest and annuities; arithmetical and
geometric progressions.

Geometry.The chief principles of plane geometry; straight lines and circles;
equality and similarity; Scalculation of areas and volumes; application of these prin-
ciples to simple constructions.

It is probable that some reform will be introduced. Those who
are ecially interestedthe normal-school instructorsdemand
sommdbhango in the content of the subjects and more attention to the
sp dal method of teaching arithmetic.

The State offers a one-year course and several shorter vacation
courses which afford opportunities for the further education of elemen-
tary -school teachers. Here the students may select groups of special
subjects. In mathematics 10 hours a week are given to arithmetic,
algebra, plane and solid geometry, analytic geometry, trigonometry,
and the elements of differential and integral calculus. While the
underlying aim is to give the students a more thoroughgoing per-
spective of the school requirements, efforts aremade also to impart
some training in scientific methods and to develop independence.

ENGLAND.

A study of the training of teachers in England is somewhat com-
plicated by the fact that the teachers may be recruited in several,
different ways. The central authority still recognizes uncertificatod
teachers and certificated teachers. The former may have received
their-preparation in pupil teacher centers, which are fast disappear-
ing, or in secondary schools, with preliminary education in elemen-
tary schools. But in botfi cases the candidates to be recognized as
unoertificated teachers must pass the preliminary'examination for the
.elementary school teachers' certificate or some equivalent examine-
.tion, usually the entrance or matriculation examination of one of the
universities. The certificated teachers again are of two classesthose
who have passed through a training college with a two years' course
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or the education department attached to a university, and those
who have been uncertifioated teachers, have had some experience in
schools, and have passed the certificate examination of the board of
examination for teachers in elementary schools. ,

In 1911-12 the number of uncertificated teachers was 39,125; that
of certificated teachers, 97,104, of whom only 55,497 had been pro-.
fessionally trained.

GENtRAL CAREER OF CANDIDATES FOR TEACHING PROFESSION.

The most usual career of the certificated teacher, according to the
standard at which the authorities are aiming, would be as follows:
Entering the elementary school at the age of 6 or 7, he would remain
and probably complete the course at the age of 12, when he would
pass on to the secondary school. Here he would be a bursar or scholar
maintained by public appropriations until 16 or 17, when he would
become a student teacher for a year, combining practical training
in an elementary school with academic training continued in the
secondary school. At the close of this period he must pass the pre-
liminary examination for the elementary school-teachers' certificate,
or some equivalent examination, which admits him to a training
college for a two-year course or the education department of a uni-versity for a three-year course. The training colleift gives bdth
academic and professional training; the university education depart-
ment gives the same and leads to a degree. Recently a new system
has been introduced by which a student may devote three years in
the university or college to academic subjects and spend a fourth
year in the education department on professional work only.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS.

The scope and character of mathematical teaching are changing
rapidly in ,English schools, both elementary and secondary. In the
elementary schools the subject has been broadened and now includes,
in addition to arithmetic, some instruction in algebra to pupils in
upper classes and those preparing for secondary schools, and geome-
try, covering practically the content of the first book of Euclid. The
nature of the work in arithmetic is indicated in the following quo-
tion from the Elementary School Code, 1912:

Arithmetic, including practical work in measuring and weighing, oral exercises,
written exercises (which should be of a varied character and should not infrequently
involve the application of more than one arithmetical operation), and, in the higher
classes, practice in explaining the proceesee used. The principles and advantages
of a decimal system of weights and measures should be explained to the older scholars,
and the use of literal symbols in working simple problems may with advantage be
taught in the higher clawed. Practical instruction should be given in mensurationand shoal cl de drawing to scale, the (Adelr boys should learn the use of compassesand protract° , d such practical instruction should be correlated as far as possible
with handwork.
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Much of the *old formal and mechanical drill in numbers is being
replaced by more insistence on clear and systematic thinking about
number relations in practical situations; reasoning rather than mere
mechanical figuring, logical setting out rather than working by rule,
are the newer aims of instruction in this field. The following scheme
indicates generally the amount of arithmetic, the chief portion of the
mathematics of the school, that will have been acquired by a
prospective school-teacher in the elementary school period. The
practical work and the work correlated with handwork, drawing,
and domestic subjects are not brought out in the scheme, but must
be taken into account:

71REIT YEAR.
Introductory.
First period.

(Without notation or any ciphering abbreviations; e. g., the 4 in 43 must always
be spoken of as forty or four tens, never as four.)
(i) Numeration, as far as 100. ,

(li) Relations to each other of the 10 primary numbers comprise:
, (a) The different ways in which each of them may be-made up of any

two which come before it.
(b) Those of the multiplication tables.

(iii) Use of (a) to tell the sum or difference of two numbers, one of which is a primary.
(iv) Addition and subtraction of two composite numbers.
(v) Continued practice in making up the tables, using what has already been

remembered.
Second period.

(i) Continuation of above; increased speed to be looked for in addition and
subtraction, especially in (iii) above. Counting and other practice with
round numbers up to a few tens beyond 100.

(it) Notation, and suitable exercises from what precedes, to be done in writing.
(iii) Application of the foregoing to simple practical calculations (money, length,

and height, omitting fractional values, such as farthings).
Nomenclature, none.

SECOND YEAR.

Chiefly experimental practice, oral and written, all operations without ciphering
abbreviations.
First period.

(a) Recapitulation.
(b) Practical calculations as before, occasionally with two steps.
(a) Introductory and experimental:

(i) Extension of numeration to 1,000.
(A few hundreds will be sufficient for all the practice necessary in

this period.)
(ii) Continued practice with tables, looking for the results to be remembered,

especially the first few multiples of 12.
(iii) Conversion of numbers expressed in tens to hundreds and vice versa.
(iv) Simple multiplication and division; i. e., performing calculations simi-

lar to those of the tables with numbers outside the range of the
tables. (The two forms of division to be kept separate until the
children have had experience enough to recognize their identity
when the working is set down in figures.)
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Second period.
(i) Continuation of above.

(ii) Visual demonstration of the principle aXbm4Xa, and its use especially
for reckoning ten, twenty, r a hundred times a number.

(iii) Easy exercises introductory to long division, such as number of
thirties or twenty-eights in 200.

(iv) Practical exercises in the four rules with simplenumbers.
(d) Ciphering: Additions, subtraotion.1, and multiplications.

Nomenclature: Add, subtract, multiply (and unit, if required).

THIRD YEAR.
First period.

(o) Recapitulation; all previous exercises to be frequently repeated at full length;
i. e., without technical nomencieture or ciphering abbreviations.

(b) Practical examples as before with larger, but in the main round, numbers.
(c) Preparatory and experimental:

(i) Leading to the long rules.
(ii) Easy examples of repeited multiplications and divisions, with numbers

and money.
(iii) Written form of the four rules, numbers and money, multipliers and

divisors as a rule of not less than two figures.
(iv) The standard units; pounds sterling and avoirdupois, day, year, yard.

Second period.

(v) Submultiples of these, attention being called to their insufficiency for
the general purpose of measurement.

(vi) ,Experimental practice in measurement (length and value) with fractional
/remainders as., 4, f, I, f, 4, 4, f, fractional notation being withheld
at first.

(vii) Easy additions, etc., of such fractions, e. g., +id., 1-4 in.-f 1-f in.
half of fd., f in.-Ff in., f in. X 5.

(viii) Reductions to be worked visually without ciphering (e. g., 17s.=14imes
12 pence or 12 times 17d.).

(ix) Simple examples of factorial reductions, e. g., 27 times 8d., 75 times 16,
1114' 9 times 16 in., 90 lbs.X7
(d) Ciphering, practice simple and compound rules and reductions.

Nomenclature, previous terms, divide, and words like third, in the sense of
the third part.

FOURTH YEAR.

(a) Recapitulation as before; simple explanations of suitable matters to be asked
for in writing.

(b) Practical exercises rather more searching from a manual and from blackboard.
(c) Preparatory and experimental:

(i) Further practice in reduction, showing the form of the rules:
(ii) Further practice in repeated multiplications and divisions and fac-

torial reductions.
(Children being shown the advantage to be derived from these by

examples.)
'

(iii) Return to general problem of measurement; expression of the size of
fractional remainder when a common measure is obtainable.

(iv) Conversion of fractionalquantities'into others of lower denomination (oral
demonstration only).

(v) Early additions, etc., of fractional quantities.
(vi) Tables of weights and measures, capacity, right angle, degrees.

(vii) Further development of the long rules.
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(d) Ciphering. All previous rules, reduction, with some practice in factorial
multiplication and reductions.

Nomenclature as before; terms relating to fractions (as numerator, denominator,
common measure, same name) to be withheld, and use of abstract fractional
numbers to be avoided.

METH TEAR.
First Period.

(a) Recapitulation as before.
(b) Practical exercises in what precedes from a graduated collection and the black-

board.
(c) (i) Further discussion of fractions with examples of their use in the same way

as whole numbers for expressing relative magnitude, e. g., 30=2112 times
12, 00121.1 times 211, times what = 1001 etc.

(ii) Notation of fractions.
(iii) Conversion of a fraction to an equivalent one with any given denominator

(by a rational process rather thee by rule, e.g., 315=315 of twenty twentieths),

occasional examples with fractional numeration (e. g., fi,=q may as-

sist rather than perplex the class.
(iv) Practice in making up the lour rules for fractional numbers; (least common

denominator, where required by inspection); the two purposes of division
to be treated separately. Special attention is recommended to the case
which provides the rule for finding x from the datum times nx=A.

Second Period.
(v) Calculation of values, amounts, etc., which may be expressed by simple

fractional numbers in terms of quantities for which rates aro given; e.g.,
cwt. at 5s. for 12 cwt. (commonly called "proportion" sums).

(vi) Easy calculations in the same way involving shop discounts at so much in
the shilling, rates and taxes at so many shillings in the pound, interest
and discount at so much per £100, profits and losses expressed as simple
fractions of the outlay.

(vii) The principle of practice:
(a) Short division preferable to compound multiplications, division by 12,

etc.
(b) Coet of n things at 'is of x sh.=1/3 of cost at x sh.

(d) Ciphering practice; all previous rules, including simple fractions, bills of parcels,
and practice.

SIXTH TEAR.
First Period.

(a) Recapitulation; increased use of questions to be answered in writing.
(b) Practice as before.
(c) (i) (a) Rules for greatest common measure and least common multiple, whole

and fractional numbers.
(b) General form of the rules for multiplication and division with fractional

numbers.
(ii) Square measure and cubic measure.
(iii) Practice in setting out the work of weight end measure problems with alge-

braic symbols.
(iv) The same where the quantitifas involved are fractional numbers.
(v) Purpose and meaning of the term "per cent": 3 per cent of quantity defined

to mean three hundredths of it, and to find what per cent a quantity A is
of another B, we must find how many hundredths of B there are in A.

(vi) Calculations involving percentage, profit and loss, attendances, strengths of
mixtures, interest, etc., to be worked by fractional rules.
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Second Period. .

(vii) Further considerations of problem of measurement; failure of method of
vulgar fractions to meet the general case; decimal system of expressing
fractional quantities and its advantages.

(viii) As a new system of numeration (cf. fifth year (c) (i) above):
,(A still further extended system will be propounded when algebra is

begun, shortly.)
(ix) Construction and practice of the fundamental rules with decimal fractions.

(d) Ciphering; all previous rules, etc., processes, and elementary algebra, notation,
further extension of numeration to negative values, etc.

SEVENTH YEAR.

(a) and (b) as before, practice now largely preponderating.
(r) (i) Banking and investments; explanation of terms and procedure; examples

. involving stocks and discounting of bills.
(ii) Limitations of decimal systerd as described; recurring periods.

Square root; explanation of rule and exercises.

SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS.

All candidates for the teaching profession must attend a secondary
school recognized by the board-of education as .cient for at least
three years. The standards of attainment in thematics in such
secondary schools are fairly well defined by t requirements .for
the entrance examinations conducted by the various universities,
which are accepted as equivalent to the preliminary examination
for the elementary school teachers' certificate. The University of
London requires for its matriculation examinations the following
attainments in elementary mathematics:
Arithmetic:

The principles and processes of arithmetic app eci to whole numbers and vulgar
and decimal fractions.

The metric system.
Approximations to a specified degree of accuracy.
Contracted methods of multiplicatio and division of decimals.
Ratio and proportion, percentage. veragee.
Practical applications of arithmeti

Algebra:
Symbolical expression of general results in arithmetic.
Algebraic laws and their application.
Factors of simple binomial or quadratic expressions.
Equations of the first or second degree, and problems leading thereto.
Square root. Graphs of simple rational integral algebraic functions.
Arithmetic and harmonic progression.
Geometric progression.

Geometry:

The subjects of Euclid IIV with simple deductions, including easy loci and the
areas of triangles and 'parallelograms of which the bases and altitudes are given
commensurable lengths. (AU proofs of geometric theorems must be geometric.
Euclid's proofs will not be insisted upon.)

93381*-16--.3
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This scheme represents the general scope of the work in elementary
mathematics. Variations will, however, be found, and some schools
will take then pupils beyond these standards. Thus, algebra may
he taken up to binomial theorem, and geometry may include the
ground covered by Euclid VI and XI (1-21). Mensuratibn is not
infrequently'added in many :ehools, and use is generally made of
the opportunity for practice in logarithms. Trigonometry, again,
usually forms part of the mathematical course in secondary schools
for boys. Mechanics, statics, dynamics, and hydrostatics appear
more rarely as part of the usual mathematical curriculum, although
they may be included under the subjects of science. The general
tendencies of the reform niovement in mathematics is to do away
with non-essentials and thus to find time for trigonometry or some
other branch, while on the side of method more attention is given
to training in mathematical thinking in place of mere imitation of
processes.

The preliminary examination for the elementary school teachers'
certificate, which is conducted by the boafd of education, consists
of two parts. Part I, which is a qualifying test, includes arithmetic
among the subjects of examination. In Part IL, elementary mathe-
matics forms one of eight optional subjects. The scope of the
requirements in and elementary mathematics is stated as
follows:

cibP1 RT I. ARITHMETIC.

Excluding Troy weight, apothecaries' weight, practice, ratio, proportion, except by
the unitary or fractional method, stocks and shares, true discount. foreign exchange,
scales of notation, recurring decimals and complicated fractions, and square and cube
roots.

Candidates may be asked to find the square or cube roots of numbers that can iv
readily be expressed ai; thd product of the squares or cubes of small factors.

The metric system will only be applied to measuring length, area, and volume.
Questions may be set on the mensuration of rectangular surfaces and solids.
The use of algebraic symbols will be permitted.
Aq a rule, the questions set will not involve long operations or complicated num-

bers, and the answers to money sums will not be required beyond the nearest penny.
The papers will be sufficiently long to allow candidates some latitude in the selec-

tion of questions, but no limit will lie placed on the number of questions which may
be attempted.

PART II. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS.

The papers set will,be sufficiently lOng to allow candidatto some latitude in the
selection of questions, and will permit, therefore, of latitude in the teaching schemes.
Oandiciates will not be limited in the-number of .questions which they may attempt,
nor will they be expected to answer the whole paper.

Every candidate should be provided with a ruler, griduated in inches and tenths
of an inch and in centimeters and millimeters, a small set square, a protractor, corn-
pastime furnished with a hard pencil point, and a hard pencil. Squared paper will be
provided when needed.

As a rule, the questions set will not involve long operations or complicated num-
ber!, and the answers to money sums will not be required beyond the nearest penny.
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Excluding Troy weight, apothecaries' weight, true discount, foreign exchange,
scales of notation, recurring aecimals, and cube roots°.

Candidates may be asked to find the cube roots of numbers that can readily be
expressed as the product of the cubes of small factors.

Candidates must understand the principles of the metric system, and should be
able to decimalize money readily.

Questions on stocks and shares will be a simple character and will not involve a
knowledge of brokerage:

The use of algebraic symbols will be permitted.

ALGEBRA.

As far as and including simultaneous equations (one of. which is linear) in two
varisiays least common multiple :Dal highest common factorby means of factors:

Problems leading to the types of equations specified.

GEOMETRY (I) PRACTICAL.

Ilitlecli011 of angles and of straight lines. Construction of perpendiculars to straight
lines. Construction of an angle equal to a given angle. Construction of parallels to
a given straight line. Simple cases of the construction from sufficientdata of. tri-
angles and qnadrilaterals. Division of straight line into a glycol number of equal
parts or into punts in any given proportions. Construction of a triangle equal in area
to a given polygon. Construction of tangents to a circle and of common tangents to
two circles. Simple cases of the construction of circle from sufficient data. Con-
struction of a fourth proportional to three given straight lines and a mean propor-
tional to two given straight lines. Construction of regular figures of 3, 4, 6, or 8 sides
in or about a given circle. Construction of a square equal in area to a given polygon.

GEOMETRY -(2) THEORETIC.

Angles at a point.If a straight line stands on another straight line, the sum of the
two angles so formed is equal to two right angles; and the converse.

If two straight lines intersect, the vertically opposite angles ale equal.
Parallel straight lints.--When a straight line cuts two other straight lines, if

(i) a pa,ir of alternate tingles are equal,
or (ii) a pair of corresponding angles are equal,
or (iii) a pair of interior angles on the same side of the cutting line are together

equal to two right angles,
then th:s two straight lines are parallel; and the converse.

Straight lines which are parallel to the same strifight line are parallel to one
another.

Triangles and rectilinear figures. The sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to two
right angles.

If the sides of a convex polygon are produced in order, the sum of the angles so
formed is equal to four right angles.

If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the other, each to
each, and also the angles contained by those sides equal, the tritagled are congruent.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the other, each
to each, and also one side of the one equal to the corresponding side of the other,
the triangles are congruent.

If two sides of a triangle are equal, the =glee opposite to these sides are equal;
and the converse.
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If two triangles have the three sides of the one equal to the three sides of the'other,
each to each, the triangles are congruent.
jf two right-angled triangles have their 14potenuses equal, and one side of the

one equal to one aide of the other, the triangles are congruent.
If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the greater side has the greater angle opposite

to it; and the converse.
Of all the straight lines that can be drawn to a given straight line from a given

point outside it, the perpendicular is the ehortest.
The opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal; each diagonal bisects

the parallelogram; and the diagonals bisect one another.
If there are three or more parallel straight lines, and the intercepts made by them

on any straight line that cuts them are equal, then the corresponding intercepts on
any other straight line that cuts them are also equal.

Areas.Parallelograms on the same or equal bases and of the same altitude are equal
in area.

Triangles on the same or equal bases and of the same altitude are equal in area.
Equal triangles on the same or equal bases are of the same altitude;
Illustrations and explanations of the geometric theorems corresponding to the fol-

lowing algebraic identities:

k (a+b-t-c+ . . . )=ka+k(tr+tc+ . . ,

(a+b)2=a2-1-2ab
(a 6)2 =a2 2ab+ b2,

a' b2=(u+b) (a t).
The square on a side of a triangle is gsreater than, equal to, or lets than the sum of

the squares,on the other two sides, according as the angle contained by those sides is
obtuse, right, or acute. The differences in the cases of equality is twice the rectangle
contained by one of the two sides and the projection on it of the other.

Loci.The locus of a point.which is equidistant from two fixed points is the perpen-
dicular bisector of the straight line joining the two fixed points.

The locus of a point which is equidistant from two intersecting straight lines con-
sists of the pair of straight lines which bisect the angles between the two given lines.

The circle.A straight line drawn from the center of a circle to bisect. a chord
which is not a diameter is at right angles to the chord; conversely, the perpendicular
to a chord from Cie center bisects the chord.

There is one circle, and one only, which passes through three given points not in a
straight line.

In equal circles (or, in. the same circle) (i) if two arcs subtahnd equal angles at the
centers, they are equal;-(ii) ,versely, if two arca ate °qua, they subtend equal
angles at the center.

In equal circles (or, in the same circle) (1) it, two chords am equal, they cut off
equal arcs; (ii) conversely, if two arcs are equal the chords of the arcs are equal.

Equal chords of a circle are equidistant from the center; and the converse.
The tangent at any point of a circle and the radius through the_point are perpen-

dicular to one another. . .

If two circles touch, the point of contact lies on the straight line through the centers.
The angle which the arc of a circle subtends at the center is doubts that which it

subtends at any point On the remaining part of the circumference.
Angles in the same segment of a circle are equal; and if the line joining two point

subtends equal angles at two other points on the same aide of it, the four points lie on
s circle.

'The angle in a semicircle is a right angle; the angle in a segment greater than a,
semicircle is less than a right angle; and the angle in a segment lees than a semicircle
is greater than a right angle.
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and the converse.
If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a chord be drawn, the

angles which this chord makes with the tangent are equal to the angles in the alternate
segments:

If two chords of a circlb intersect either inside or outside the circle, the rectangle
contained by the parte of the one is equal to the. rectangle contained by the parts of
the other.

PzoportiorSimilar triangle. If a straight line is drawn parallel to one side of a
triangle, the other two sides are divided proportionally; and the converse.

If two triangles are equiangular their corresponding sides are proportional; and the
converse.

If two triangles have one angle of The one equal to one angle of the other and the
sides about these equal angles proportional, the triangles are similar.

The internal bisector of an angle of a.triangle divides the opposite side internally
in the ratio of the sides containing the angle, and likewise the external bisector ex-
ternally.

The ratio of the areas of similar triangles is equal to the ratio of the squares on corre-
sponding aides.

Elementary solids.Candidates will be expected to be acquainted with the forms
and simple properties of the cube, rectangular block, cylinder, and cone.

The-board's..preliminary examination or its equivalentis the main
avenue of entrance to training college, but it must be borne in mind
that a certain percentage of the elementary school teachers in Eng-
land and Wales do not attend a training college, but may become-
certificated by passing the necessary examinations. The usual length
of the course the training colleges is two years.. The best candi,
dates, however, are usually selected for admission to the departments
of education of universities, where they are required to take one or
other of the courses leading to a degree, with education as one branch
of the required work. A still higher type consists of those students
who take a four-year course, the first three being devoted to some
course leading to a degree and the last to purely' professional work.

THE TRAINING COLLEGES.

The various ways by which a candidate can become a teacher in
an elementary school have already been indicated above. Jt will
be necessary hereto deal only with the course provided in the two-
year training college and in the university departments of education.
The two-year training colleges are institutions established by private
and- inainly.religious bodies, and recently in an increasing number
by local education authorities. They provide in the two years both
academic and professional courses, and, up to the present, have placed
more emphasis on the academic than on the purely professional side.

The standards of admission have, so far as mathematics is concerned,
already been described Elementary mathematics is continued as
one of the required subjects Of study, and here, again, the require-
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merits of the final examination conducted by the board of education
and leading to the elementary school teachers' certificate, indicate
the scope of the subject. Two papers are given in the final eiamina-

Lion. The first paper includes arithmetic and algebra, Part I, which
all candidates are required to take;-a few questions are also set in
geometry, but'women are not required to answer them unless they
desire to obtain distinction. The second paper also contains ques-
tions in arithmetic and algebra, Part. II, and in geometry; all men
students must take this paper, but women only on the conditions
just described. The following scheme of study is outlined in the
board's regulations for students taking the final examination in 1913
and 1914:

EXAMINATION IN MATHEMATICA riot ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL TEACHERS. CEUTIVICATE.

ARITHMETIC AND A La Eli RA

Part I..--Arithmetic, excluding Troy weight, apothecaries' weight, true discount,
cube root, foreign exchange, and scales of notation. Questions on stocks 'will not
involvgita knowledge of "brokerage Candidates must Ina acquainted w11h the
principles of the metric system. Algebraic symbols and -rocesses will be generally
permitted.

Algebra as fur as, and incli.ing, pimple equations of ona, unknown, with easy
problems leading up to such equations

Part H.Quadratic equations of one unknown, simple simultaneous equations of
two unknowns and easy simultane-ns equations involving the squares of the un-
knowns and problems leading up to these equations. Arithmetical progressions;
geometrical progressions to s finite number of IiTuns; square root, highest common
factors, and lowest common multiples, ratio, and proportion. Permutations and
combinations. The binomial theorem for poeitiNe integral exponents. The use of
logarithmic tables.

N. B.--Questions involving graplde methods may he set in both marts, and when
Such questions are proposed squared paper will Ito provided

GEOMETRY.

Every candidate must bo provided with a ruler graduated in its hes and IcIII1Ciof
an inch, and in centimeters and millimeters, a small set square, a protractor. compasses
furnished wish a hard pencil point, and a hard pencil.

Figures should be drawn accurately with a hard pm.cil.
Questions may be set in which the use of the set square or of the protractor is for-

bidden.
Any proof of a proposition will be accepted which appears to the examineis to

form part of a logical order of treattnettOof the subject. In the proof of theorems and
deductions from them, the use of hypothetical constructions is permitted.

Practical geornetry.The following constructions and easy extensions of them:
Bisection of angles and of straight lines. Construction of perpendiculars to straight
lines. Simple cases of construction, from sufficient data of triangles and of quadri-
laterals. Construction of parallels to a given straight line. Construction of angles
equal to a given angle. Division of straight lines into a given number of equal parts.
Construction of a triangle equal in area to a given polygon. Construction of tangents
to a circle. Construction of common tangents to two circles. Construction of circum-
scribed, inscribed, and escribed circles of a triangle. Construction of a segment of a
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circle containing an angle of given magnitude. Division of straight lines into parte
in any given proportion. Construction of a fourth proportional to throe given straight
Dines and of a mean proportional to two given straight lines. Division of straight
lines in extreme and mean ratio. Division. of a straight line internally or externally
into sepnents, so that the rectangle under the parts is equal to a given square. Con-
struction of regular polygons in and about circles. ('onatruction of a circle from
sufficient data of the following character: (1) Radius given, (2i point on the circle
given, (3) contact with a given straight line or circle, (4) contact with 'a given straight
line at a given point. Construction of a rectilinear figure to a specific scale or of
specified area, and similar to a given figure. Construction of a square equal in area
to a given polygon. (In cases where the validity of a construction is not obvious,
candidates may be required to indicate the reasoning by which it is justified.)

Illustra:ion AO explanation by means of rectangular *urea of the following identi-
ti.s:

k (4I 1, + + Lb + 4-e -4-

(a ,4- 14)°= a' + eta) -4 b',
AV= (J1 ?al) 4- h',

a' - 14' 7 (a+ b (a b)

Thmretiegeonittry..-eandilatett should be acquainted with the fundamental propo-
sitions concerning angles, parallel straight lines, and the congnience of triangles, such
as are contained in the Fubstamp of Euclid, Book I, Projassitions 4-6, $ 13 -10, 18,
19, 26-30, 32. Easy deductions from these theorems will be set, and arithmetical
illustrations will be includes!.

The substance of the theorems contained in Euclid, llook I, Propositions 33-41,
-13. 47, 48, and 'Book !II, Propositions 3, 14-16, 15-22, 31, 32, 85-37; Book \'I, Propo-
sitions 1-8, 19. 20, 33, togetter with Propositions A and D.
theorem,, easy deductions from them, and arithmetical illustrations will be included.

In dealing with proportion it may be assumed that all magnitudes of the same kind
ran be treated an commensurable.

Candidates will be expected to be acquainted with the forms of the cube, the
rectangular block, the tetrahedron, the sphere, the cylinder, the wedge, the pyramid,
and the cone.

In addition to the ordinary prtkieribed subjects, students may
also offer an examination in 2 optional subjects selected from 20
subjects, including mathematics. The scope of the examinations
in optional elementary mathematics is shown in the following
syllabus:

Elementary mathematics up to, and including: Geometry of lines, circles, and of
the siaiplor solid bodies, but excluding conic sections.

C(xmlinate geometry of lines and circles.
Algebra: Progressions. The binomial theorem for positive integers. Logarithms

and their use. Probabilities.
Plane trigonometry The solution of triangles
Mechanics: Friction. Virtual work. Center of gravity. Simple machines. Mo-

tion of pendulums and projectiles. Motion in &circle. Impulsive forces acting on
elastic 'and inelastic particles.

The board of education, however, does not require training'colleges
fo undertake the whole of this syllabus, nor is it intended that the
examination shall be a test of the knowledge of the whole of this
ground so much as a test of mathematical power.
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The professional work is included in a. course on principles of
teaching and a course of six weeks' practice teaching. The board
of education offers a number of suggestive syllabi on principles of
teaching which include "Numbers and elementary mathematics;
methods and apparatus; practical instruction and its relation to
handwork; use of literal symbols and graphs by older children;
mensuration and geometrical drawing." Special prow lion is made,
for candidates who itiLend lo teach in infants' schools. At the
London Day TrainingTellege a course of lectures, extending over
two terms, is given on general principles of mathematical- tealthing,
with special reference to the more elementary parts of the subject.

'Demonstration lessons are also given by the memWrs of the staff in
the practice schools of the college. The system varies,. and it is
impossible to make any general statement of the amount of time
given to the methods of teaching mathematics. Similarly, in the
case (it practice teaching, in which each student must engage for
six weeks, there is no requirement that mathematics shall be taught.;
although it is very probable that some time will be given to this
subject. But at bet the time devoted to practice teaching is
limited. It is becoming more usual now for the lecturer in mathe-
matics of the college to include the methods of It caching in his cmiNe,
to give demonstration lessons, and supervisi. the practice of the
students in their field.

The majority of tude.nts who pass through a course of training for
the elementary school positions attend the two-year training colleges.
Provision is, however, made for three-year courses in training depart-
ments closely connected with the universities. The number who
can avail themselves of these courser; is limited, since, so far as is
possible, it is proportioned to the total number of students in the
respective universities. The three-year courses include both academic
and professional subjects, and students are expected to have met
the ordinary requirements for entrance to the universities. Since
the'students themselves select the group of academic subjects which
they will study for their degree, there is no compulsion that mathe-
matics shall be included. Hence the general standard of attain-
ment in this field is the elementary mathematics required for the
entrance examinations. A few students, of course, may include
mathematics ni their course or may even take an honors course, thr.t
is, specialize intensively in the subject. It is intended that in future
the training of teachers at the universities shall be given in a four-
year coursethree to be devoted to academic subjects and one to the
professional. Among the professional subjects are included principles
of education which cover instruction in the methods of teaching all
the subjects of a public elementary school. The practical work
consists of eight weeks of practice teaching in an elementary school.
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The three-year course, therefore, does not provide for higher attain-
ments in mathematics than are found in the examination for the
board's certificate; it does, however, afford better opportunities than
the two-year course to those students who are interested and desire
to carry forward their study of mathematics.

FRANCE.

The training of teachers in France is entirely under the control of
the State. There'are S5 normal schools for men and 84 for women
teachers. Students are admitted to the normal schools by a com-
petitive examination. Candidates for these examinations must pos-
sess the brevet dimentaire, a certifkatte which is itself a qualification
for teaching in the ieoles maternelles, (losses enfantines, and emits
primaires 8(incritain.$. Candidates for the brevet ailuentaire must,
be 16 years of age. The examination for this certificate consists of
questions divided into time series: The mathematical questions
are somewhat simple and consist (1) of a question in arithmetic and
the metric system and the analytic solution of a problem covering
the four operations with integral numbers and fractions and the meas-
urement of surfaces and volumes, and (2) of oral questions in arith-
metic and the metric system. The Vereise in drawing may, for
boys, include geometric drowing of a simple object with ground
plan, cross section, and elevation. The examination is based on
the following standards, which may serve to indicate also the attain-
ments of the elementary schools:

Review coycring principles and. theory of arithmetic, and short processes in mental
and written work.

Primary numbers; the most important aurae of divisibility.
Factors.
Greatest common divisor, interest, acecnnts, partnerships, averages, etc.
Metric system applied to the measurement of volume and weight.
First notions of bookkeeping.

As a general rule, the examinations show that the reasoning ability
of the candidates is defective and indicate no powers of analytic
thinking or acquaintance with simplified methods. Considering that
the brevet elimentaife is accepted as a qualification for appointment
as temporary teacher (stagicire) in the schools mentioned above, it
is felt that these standards are by no means too high.

The competitive examination for admission to the normal schools
requires approximately the same standards. Since 1910 definite
syllabi are issued for each school every four years in certain subjects,
including mathematics, and it is hoped that as a result the work of
the pupils will be less vague and more accurate than hitherto. The
candidates come from rural schools, higher primary schools, and the

93380-15-4
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supplementary courses (tours comiflatentairea). The preparation-
and attainments of the candidates are accordingly not uniform. It
is proposed, therefore, that the following standards be accepted as
sufficiently satisfactory:

(a) Detailed study of integers and decimals and their application in mental arith-
metic.

(6) Definitions, theories, and rules of the following operations in written work:
Addition, subtraction, and multiplication of integers. Definitions and rules
of the divisions of integers and the extraction of the square root.

(c) The same for fractions and decimals.
(d) Properties of suma,.differences, products, and exact quotients. Simplified

processes.
(e) Theory and rules of mental arithmetic.
(f) Characteristics of divisibility by 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 25. Teets of multiplication and

division by the excess of 9's.
(g) Metric system.
(h) Problems on the four fundamental operations. Percentage. Rules of interest

' and commercial accounts.
(s) Solution of simple numerical equations with one and two unknowns.

In'geometry the following outline is suggested:
Experimental study by folding, drawing and measurement, of the chief properties

of the following figures: Straight line, plane figures, circumference, angle, triangle,
parallelogram, rectangle, rhomboid, square, rectangular parallelepiped, cube, cyl-
inderatcone, and sphere. The use of the rules, square, compasses, protractor, meas-
uring gauge. Rules for measurement of surfaces and simple volumes.

Candidates for the competitive examination must be bqntween the
ages of 16 and 18. The normal school course consists of three years.
Since 1905 the first two years have been devoted to general instruction
and the last year to professional work. The schedule in mathematics
is as follows:

Norma: school course in mathematics.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third

Clenarni

year.

Prates-

Total hours per week
kfathemattai

31

3

32

4

22

1

a

There is an examination for promotion at the end of each year.
At the end of the second year the students must pass the brcvet
auperieur; at the end of the third year comes the final examination
(Pewit-ten de fin d'etude8 normales).

The aims of mathematical instruction (including geometric draw-
ing) in the normal schools are declared to be (1) intellectual training
through habits of clear and precise thinking, logical analysis, dis-
crimination of the true and false, and accuracy in reasoning; (2) to
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furnish a certain amount of useful and definite knowledge and to
clarify and complete such knowledge as the students already have;
(3) instruction in the methods of teaching arithmetic and geometry.

The course of study for the three years is as follows:

FIRST THAR.

Practical and mental arithmetic, and algebra (one hour): Algebraic calculation; posi-
tive and negative numbers; operations limited to such applications as can be
employed in the normal schools. Simple equation. Problems.

Geometry (2 hours): Straight lines, circumference; angles, triangles; rules of equality;
parallels; parallelograms; chords and arcs of circles; tangents, measurement of angles;
construction.

Straight lines and planes; parallel straight lines and planes; straight lines perpen-
dicular to planes; dihedral angles; perpendicular planes; parallel planes. Intro-
duction to trihedral angles. Definitions of simple polyhedrons, prisms, parallelepiped,
pyramid.

Proportional lines. Similar triangles and polygon. Metric properties of triangles
and circles. Exercises. Measurement of areas. Regular polygons. Length of
circumference.- Area of circle. Measurement of volume, parallelepiped, prisms,
pyramid.

Methods employed for solution of problems or demonstrations of theorems. Meth-
ods of deduction. Analysis and synthesis. Examples.

SECOND YEAR.

Algebra (1 hour): Review. Quadratic equations with one unknonn with simple
problems. Compound interest and annuities.

Geometry (1 hour) - Review. Cylinder, cone, sphere. Elementary properties of
solids. Mensuration.

Arithmetic (2 hours): Theoretic arithmetic; proportions; rule ( f three; partnership;
bonds; insurance; discount; average maturity; proportional division; problems of
all igation and alloys.

TRIRD TEAR.

Suneying (10 hours). Giernography (10 lessons).
Method of mathematical sciences (mathematical deduction, definitions, axioms

and postulates, propositions, examples). Methods of demonstration and examples.
Outline of the development and progress of mathematical sciences (3 lessons).

Serious criticisms are brought against the present arrangement of
putting algebra in the first year, to be followed by arithmetic in the
second year. It is objected that (1) the student, through insufficient
knowledge of arithmetic, do not see its connection with algebra,
which in any case can not be studied without a knowledge of arith-
metical terms; (2) mental work is based largely on such knowledge,
while the practical arithmetic lacks the solid foundation which should
be laid in the firseyear; (3) the study of proportional lines and equali-
ties demands a knowledge of ratio and proportion which are not
taken up until later. The program of the third year is further criti-
cized as too ambitious; too much is attempted in too little time. It
is suggested, for example, that, instead of teaching the history of
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mathematical sciences, an introduction might be given to elemenNary
trigonometry, which is at present neglected entirely. The standards
of attainment for women are in all cases lower than for men students.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

The regiflations recommend that the Socratic.method of instruction
be used in the normal schools. It is conceded that this recommenda-
tion has much in its favor, bUt it neglects the time element, for much
more ground could be covered by the didactic method. Instruction
of this character, however, is in agreement with the general aim of
the teaching of mathematics. It also enables the teachers to empha-
size the characteristic methods of mathematics, of deduction, analysis
and synthesis, and induces the students to consider the theory under-
lying the methods employed and iso to discern for themselves the
appropriate method in each case. It is admitted, however, that in
spite of the prescription of the regulations to emphasize principles
and theory, the students are not sufficiently mature to look upon
arithmetic as anything but an accumulation of facts and a collection
of operations or to recognize the value, use, or connection of these.
Hence, while the* can perform the four operations, they fail to
arrive at their true meaning or at exact definitions and rigorous

is as usual laid at of the elementary
schools, for too often the instructor is compelled to repeat the work
of the lower stage. It is, however, suggested that such repetition
can be made valuable if it is done in such a way as to throw new light
on the general theory and principles of the subject, the aim sug-
gested in all the regulations since 1881.

On the practical side the regulations recommend an emphasis on
mental arithmetic in order to secure- readiness and flexibility in
working with numbers. Problems are selected, from the operations
of everyday lifecommerce, industry, manufacture, and agriculture.
The impossible or improbable exercises of former years are excluded.

The same spirit permeates the suggestions on the teaching of
algebra. Long and- complicated exercises are to be avoided and
those parts of the subjects are to receive attention which can be of
some service in other subjects of the normal-school course. At the
same time from six to seven hours are to, be devoted to the theory
of algebra.

Geometry is, so far as possible, made practical, and little attention
is given to theory. The subject is correlated with drawing, and the
figures that are studied in the latter connection are made the objects
of study in the geometry lessons.

The instructor is not limited in any way in the selection of a
textbook, but the textbook is only to be used for the study of details.
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The work of the classroom is intended to bring out the essential
points and to develop the most difficult parts.

At the close of the second year of the normal-school cokirse the
students are given an examination in the general academic work of
the first two years leading to the brevet eupirieur. This examina-
tion is required as a-qualification for appointment as a director of
a cows cornplimentaire or as teacher in such a course or in the higher
elementary school. It is also one of the preliminary requirements
for the certificat d'aptitude au profeeeorat des kola nornatdes and
certificates for teaching special subjects. Candidates for the brevet
eupirieur must be over 18 and hold the brevet mentaire. The
examination consists of two parts, written and oral. In the written '

part, mathematics is grouped with science and the examination con-
sists of (a) a problem in arithmetic or geometry, applied to practical
operations, (b) a question on the theory of arithmetic, and, for men
only, (c) a question on physics and natural science as applied to
hygiene, industry, and agriculture. In the oral part, questions are
given on arithmetic and problems to be performed mentally, and
for men, on algebra and geometry. It will easily-be seat that little
can be expected in an examination fIf this character, and the impor-
tance of the subject is still further minimized by the small propor-
tion of the marks allotted to it.

The third year of the course is devoted to the professional prepara-
tion of the students. The work includes a study of the principles
of education and methods of instruction, with observations of model
lessons and practice in an elementary school of the locality or attached -
to the normal school.' The topics studied in connection with the
special methods of teaching arithmetic include the following:

General principles governing the teaching of elementary arithmetic.
Study of courses in arithmetic in elementary schools with reference to such special

problems as the teaching of fractions or the introduction of decimals.
Knowledge of numbers. Importance of the first 10 numbers.
Arithmetical operations and their introduction at different stages of the elementary

school course.
Solution of problems. Development of reasoning ability. Principles underlying

mental arithmetic. Critical study of the textbook.

Model and criticism lessons are conducted in connection with this
study. The students themselves are expected to do two months of
practice work during the year in two periods of e, month each. There
is no provision for the time to be allotted.to the teaching ot arith-
metic. The practice work is not regarded with much seriousness,
since teachers are expected to have at least two years' actual ex-
perience before they receive their permanent appointments as
titulairee.

Oenceal method Is Included under pedagogy and principles of education.
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The final examination for the certificat de fin d'etudes normalea con-
sists of three parts: (1) A written theme on a pedagogical topic
selected from a list, for which two months are allowed; (2) a practice
lesson after one hour's preparation; (3) an oral examination with
questions on the organization of a class, school programs, methods of
instruction, with special reference to the practice lesson.

In general the work of the normal schools is criticized on three
grounds, over the first of which the_normal school has obviously no
control: (1) The poor preparation of the students; (2) too much sub-
ject matter is to be covered and too many class periods are required
to enable the students to do any. genuine independent study ; and
with reference to mathematics, (3) the proportion of the marks allot-
ted to mathematics in the various examinations is small.

GERMANY.

No country is making greater progress in the training of its teachers
than Germany, and in no subject is this more true than in mathe-
metics. Wedded as Germany, and more particularly Prussia, has
been to the immediate &blonds of professional training, nothing less
than a revolution is taking place in the whole conception of the train-
ing of teachers.' In place of the narrow restrictions which the tradi-
tions of 50 years have imposed on the normal school, the realization
is gaining ground that a good teacher must be broadly educated, with
a liberal grasp of subject matter, and not merely the master of a few
tricks of the trade. But the influences of tradition are not to be
swept away in a few years. All that can be said for the present isythat the dencies are liberal and the recent reforms in mathe-
matical st dy are gradually being introduced. It is hot intended,
however, that the mathematical curriculum of the normal schools
shall be more extensive than that of the secondary school, nor again
that the students of the normal schools shall be encouraged to pro-
ceed to the universities. But, as will be indicated later, while there
is progress universally throughout Germany, it is not equally marked
in all the States. The 'smaller States of central Germany, for ex-
ample, are far more liberal than Prussia or Bavaria; while Saxony..
may be said to stand midway.

ThereThere are, in general, two main types or systems for training
teachersthat of Prussia and that of Saxony, the remaining States
following more or less closely the one or the other. Hesse and Bavaria
until recently stood alone in having a five-year course, but in 1912 the
Bavarian uourse was changed to the usual six years. The chief differ-

I The present account deals solely with the training of the women who Intend to teach In elementary
schools In the majority of oae pass through the secondary schools for girls (More hiiidchenschulen), but
wherethis Is not the cape, as In Wen ttembetg, the requirements in' mathematic are always lower for women
than kr 13140.
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ences of organization between these two systems are that the Prussian
course is divided into two periodsthe preparatory course of three
years in the Priiparandenanstalt and the three-year course i he nor-
mal school (Volksschullehrerseminar). The other system rovides'a
course of six years in the same institution (Volksschullehrers minar).:
This distinction is slight, however, for the.standard of work es not
vary, although in Prussia the qualifications of teachers in the prepara-
tory institutions are not as high, for example, as those of the instruc-
tors in the normal schools of Saxony. The first five years of the whole
course whether given in one or two institutions, are devoted mainly
to general academic training, the professional preparation being
introduced in the fourth year and given special emphasis in the final
year.

The training career of the students begins at the ago of 14, when they
enter the preparatory course, which, like the normal-scnool course,
is intended solely for future teachers.. The majority enter front the
elementary schools, the few exceptions coming from the "Real
Schools" (Realschnlen) and occasionally from a secondary school
with full nine-year course. Hesse alone is trying the interesting
experiment of providing a one-year professional course for graduates
of the nine-year secondary schools.

The students entering the training course are selected on the basis
of an entrance examination on the subjects of the elementary schools.,i
The outline prescribed in mathematics by the Prussian Government.'
will serve to indicate the scope of the work:

Arithmetic.Lower stage: Operations with concrete and abstract numbers from
1 to 100. Middle stage: Similar operations without any limit; averages; factors and
reductions; simple rule of three. Upper stage: Fractions and applications to arith-
metic of everyday life, and decimals.

So far as possible, it is required that the work in the lower stage
should be mental and preparatory with work on the blackboard, and
that the problems should be practical and related to the needs of
everyday life. At all stages it is desired that emphasis should be
placed on clear thinking and correct expression, with ability to do
independent. accurate, and rapid work as the ultimate goal.

Geometry. Lines, angles, triangles, quadrilaterals, regufttr figures, the cifcle and its
parts, regular solids. To this are added, in graded schools, principles of lines and
angles, and equality and similarity of plane figures.

The work in drawing is' closely related both to geometry and
arithmetic. Algebra has practically disappeared entirely from the
elementary school program.

The elementary school programs in arithmetic are very similar in
the other States. The larger cities are offering somewhat more ex-
tensive courses, plane and sold geometry, for example, being raided to
the descriptive geometry.
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THE TRAINING COL;RSE.

It will serve for the present purpose to disregard the division
between the preparatory institutions and the normal schools which
prevails in Prussia, and to consider the six-year course as a unit. The
work of the first few years is devoted to a review of the elementary
school course and the introduction of algebra. The aim of the whole
course may be indicated by several quotations:

Prussic. The aim is to secure clear cAnprehensidn, a readiness in solving problems
and ability to impart instruction in arithmetic and geometry in the elementary school.
The preparatory institutions serve,to lay a sound foundatil by reviewing and extend-
ing the work of the upper grades of the elementary Behold.

Saxony. The aim is to secure accuracy and abilitylto solvo.problems in arithmetic
and geometry that are appropriate to the elemental and continuation schools, with
clear insight into the essence and principles of the mirthods necessary for professional
work; and to secure the possession of such mathematical knowledge as will furnish a
grasp of the problems of daily life beyond the standards of the elementary and con-
tinuation schools, or as may be essential for more thorough work in other subjects,
e. g., ,physics andrgeography.

Bavaria. The chief aims of instruction are the thorough grasp of the relations of
number and space, correct understanding of operations and methods, in calculations,
accuracy, and rapidity in estimating arid in solving problems.

Wurttemberg.The aim is to secure clear insight into tho must important principles
of elementary mathematics, their relation, ,application. and significance to other
sciences; readiness in the solution of problems.

The time allotted to mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, geomertry,
and, in some States, trigonometry) shows considerable variation. In
some States very little is done in the last, or sixth, year of the course;
in general, no new work is then taken up, except where there are
elective courses. The following table represents the 'Amber of
hours per week given to the mathematical subjects in each year of the
course:

Number of hours per week in mathematical sitkiects.

Fir It.Static year.
Second
year.

Third
year.

Fourth Fifth
year. year.

Sixth
year.

Prussb
9azotty
Bavar la
Wurttambarg
name
Baden ,

5
4
4

6
6
5

5
4
4

5
6
5

5
5
4
5
5
5

5 8
4 4
3 3
41 2
5 5

4 1
4

t
3

19

4

i Elective.
410 .

In presenting an outline of the mathematical studies, it will be con-
venient to give in parallel columns the work of the normal schools in
Prussia and Saxony, as the chief representatives 114he isdb types,
and to indicate the varititions found in other StateS.
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ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

First per.

Pru ssia

Pundrunenal operations with integral numbers. ' Operations 'h vulgar
decimals, and vulgar fract1,11171; averages: peroent- practical &police ns.
age; prpflt and loss. taxes and customs; alloys;
approximations.

Saxony.

and decimal fractions;

Strom! year.

Interest: profit and loss; discount: social mith
metre; ailigation; insurance, especially workmen's
compensation; notes and bills.

Third

Introduction to algebra; fundamental operations
with Integral numbers: equations of the first degree
with one unknown.

Foe rih

Powers; roots; logarithms; equations of the first
degree with several unknowns.

The four fundamental operaticos In algebra. Ex.
tension of the Idea of number to negative and com-
pound numbers.

year.

Fractions, factors; proportions; equations of the
first dergee with one unknown quantity; practical
problems solved by means of equations and pro-
portions. powers.

year.

Roots: extension of the idea of numbers to Irrs-
I and imaginary numbers; equations of the first
degree with two or more unknown quantities:
practical problems in arithmetic; Introduction to
logarithms.

Fifth year.

Equations of the second degree; arithmetical and
geometric progressions; compound Interest and
annuities.

I. IIMS; equations of the second degree; pro-
greesions: compound interest and aruatiltien.

Sixth rat.

Hetinals of instruction In ar ithmet ic tut d geometry. Con( inuevon ot compound Interest and annuities
revile discussion of problems of method.

Lines, angles, and triangles. Theory.

Parallelograms; trapezoid ; regular
circle.

GEOMETRY.

First year.

Plane/geometry; fundamental ideas; straight
lines; the circle in general; angles and triangles

Second year.

polygons; I f'ontinuatiou of triangles; qtladrilaternts and
polygons; elements of the theory of the circle; C011-
strut-lions by geometric analysts.

Third

Equality of figures; WPM Of figures of equal size,
regular polygons and circles.

Fourth

Proportionality of straight Muss and similarity of
figures; solid geometry.

year.

Comparison of s_ -ens: measurement of lines and
surfaces. proportionality of lines; theory of equality.

pear.

Proportional lines about a circle: constructions by
algebraic analysis; theasuremint of lines, regular
figures, and circles.

Fifth y

Solid geometry; constructions of algebraic ex-
pressions; trigonometric functions; mensuration of
plane figures.

ear.

Plane trigonometry; solid geometry.

Sixth year.

Arithmetic and geometrystnoludedin Uterine hour i ('reclusion of solid geometry
per week devoted to the methods of,tastruction In
them subjects.

L._
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These programs form the core of the mathematical studies through-
out the German normal schools. More extended courses are found
in some of the normal schools of the smaller States of central Germany
and of Wurttemberg. Thus the use of graphs has been introduced
as early as the second year at Sondershausen and COthen and in the
third year in Wurttemberg. At Hildburghausen and Gotha algebra
is carried up to quadratic equations; in Wurttemberg the elective
course in the sixth year includes binomial theorem and soma
study of functions. In geometry COthen introduces the theory of
projections in the third year, and solid geometry is begun in Wurttom-
berg in the fourth year. Trigonometry finds a place in the programs
of Coburg, Greiz, ("When, and Sondershauscn in the fourth year,
while spherical trigonometry is found in the fourth-year course at
COthen, iu the fifth year in Wurttemberg, and iii the sixth year in
Baden, with applications to geography and astronomy. Surveying
with practical work in the open has been introduced in many schools,
but it is objected that too many students are required merely to look
on while the few gain the practical experience.

The suggestions and recommendations of the Deutscher Au.ssckuss
far den nutthemati.schen und naturuissenschaftlichen Unterncht will
indicate at once the criticisms that are leveled against the work of
the normal schools and the direction in which the reformers are
moving. In its Vorschlilge far G:er mathematischen, naturwissenschaft-
lichen und erdicundlichen Unterricht an Lehrerseminarien the com-
mittee sets up the following theses: (1) The mathematical course
should be six, even seven, years in length. (2) Preparation for the
teaching profession covers both academic and professional training;
each is to be treated separately; the professional training should come
at the close of the academic. (3) The six-year course should bo given
in one institution under one director and.one staff with the same spirit
throughout. (4) The normal school should in every way approximate
more closely to the secondary schools, but should not attempt to
prepare for the university. (5) Those subjects which are not of great
value to all students should be limited in treatment, as well as those
which can not be made up with the help of books, and more emphasis
should be placed on training in the methods of independent study, the
use of books, apparatus, etc., which are as a rule not accessible' to
the teacher in a small elementary school. (6) The students should be
taught methods of study, trained in habits of thinking, and given a
grasp of the broader phases of education rather than be crammed in
subject matter and methods of the elementary school. (7) The
normal school staff should be in a position to give instruction in all
stages of the school, with full mastery of the subject. (8) Oppor-
tunity should be afforded in the last year of the course for specializa-
tion in some group of subjects or some special subject.
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The committee recommends five hours a week in the first fire years
and two hours a week in gie last, for mathematics. The problem at
present is to secure not only logical training, ability to handle num-
bers, and preparation for teaching arithmetic and Mensuration, but
also adaptation to the problems of the modern ,school. Greater
emphasis is necessary on the thought content of mathematics and
its connection with the actual facts and needs of practical life. Ability
must be developed to think mathematically about the phenomena of
the world and the relation of mathematics to life, and to develop the
idea of change and function in the most general sense. In general
the standard set up in the Meran proposals for the secondary schools
should be carried over to the normal schools with the addition that
the future calling of the teacher must Ile borne in mind. The teacher,
however, must be in a position to take a broad view 'of his subject
from a higher standpoint. The Prussian program, for example,
should, be supplemented by the addition of spherical trigonometry,
with application to mathematical,geography and astronomy, and a
little of conic sections. The study of complex numbers and infini-
tesimal calculus should be offered as an elective only. Algebra
could well be begun in the first year. Arithmetic should deal with
the problems- of .family, conimunity, and State management, and
economic life in general, with the emphasis as much on content as
on arithmetical ability. The five hours of the .course should be
divided so that two hours a week arcs given to algebra, two hours to
geometry, and one hour to arithmetic, but the different branches
should be taught by one teacOr.

COURSE TN MATHEMATICS RECOMMENDED BY THE COMMITTEE.

FIRST YEAR.

Arithmetic: Problems of household management and the vocations with applications
of the rule of three and percentage.

Algebra: Algebraic formulas for the fundamental operations with integral and frac-
tional numbers as an introduction to gen rat arithmetii. Concrete representation
of numbers by lines. Evaluation of algebraic expressions. Numerical solution of
simple equations with one unknown. The use of brackets and their application to.
mental Lithmetic and abbreviated methods.

Geottetry.Straight lines and angles; Triangles and quadrilaterals, particularly
parallu!ograins, trapezoid, and deltoid (motion, interdependence of the parts, sym-
metry, congruence, area). Measurement and plotting of lines and angles in the field.
Geometric drawing in connection with field observations and the construction of simple
triangles and quadrilaterals.

SECOND YEAR.

Arithmetic: Community and State management..
Algebra: The idea of relative magnitudes with practical examples, concretely

illustrated by directed numerical line segments. Rules for calulation with relative
magnitudes. Simple polynomials. Theory of proportion in connection with frac-

1116.11111irib
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Lions. Pure and applied equations of the first degree with one or several unknowns.
Simple inequalities.

Geometry. Chief principles of the circle. Equivalence of figures bounded by
straight lines. Computation of the areas of such figures and their transformation
into equivalent figures. Approximate calculation of figures bounded by curved lines.
Such constructions as are closely connected with thecourse. A ppl icat ions of the theory
of triangles and quadrilaterals to simple problems in Purveying and measurement of
altitudes in the field. Geometric drawing of the circle and straight line in ornamental
design. Drawing of plane figures. Examples from surveying and technical sciences.

THIRD YEAH.

Arithmetic The money market and international exchange. The decimal system.
The simplest rules of divisibility. Decimal fractions. Approximations in working
with fixed numbers.

Algebra. Graphic representation to illustrato ordinary relations. Graphic repre-
sentations of linear functions and their application to the s4thition of equations.
Powers with positive integral exponents. Graphic repro setttations of the functions
yct.rs (parabolic curves), n=2, 3, 4. Powers with negative integral exponents.
Graphic representation of the functions y=arn (hyperbolic curves), :I../ and t.
Roots.

Geometry.- Theory of sinfilarity, and the circle. Measurement of circle. Practical
exercises in mensuration. Geometric drawing to Peale, eiltecially of sketches made in
the field by the students; drawing of curries and use of squared paper

FOURTH YEAH

Arithmetic. Selected parts of commercial arithmetic
Algebra.Equations of the second degree. with one unknown. Relation between

coefficients and roots. Graphic repreeentation of an expression t.f the seonedegree
depending on a varying quantity. Graphic solution of equations of the second
degree with one unknown, also by the intersection of a fixed parabola and a movable
line, or of a fixed line and tt movable circle. Equations of the second degree with
two unknowns in simple examples, to be solved numerically and graphically.

Geometry.Simplest propositions about lines and planes in space; plane repre-
sentations and measurement of solids. Conic sections plane sections of the right
circular cone) Geometric drawing; introduction to de:- riptive geometry. Repre-
sentation of simple solids in-perspective, as well as ground q ,In and elevation. Plane
sections of simple solids. Nape diagrams of the surface of mut li solids. Construction
of ellipses. Spirals.

FIPTII YEAR.

Arithmetic.Simplest ideas of insurance. Review of elementary school arithmetic,
with observations on method.

Algebra. Extension of the idea of powers. The function y =az and its graphic
representation. Idea and use of logarithms; aim ple method of calculating logarithms;
representation of logarithm it functions. Theory and use of the slide rule. Arith-
mctrcal progrosione of the first order. Getmetric progressions and their application
to compound interest and annuities. Comprehenilive review of the extension of
numbers to irrational numbers.

Geometry. Trigonometry in connection with constructive plane geometry. Graphic
representation and calculation of trigonometric functions. Application of the Measure-
ment of triangles to practical problems in connection with independent measurement
by the students in the field. Sine and cosine in spherical trigonometry and their
application to fundamental problems of mathematical geography and astronomy;
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determination of time and position. Comprehensive review of the scientific structure
of geometry. Geometric drawing as in third year. with the simpleert penetrations and
their practical applications; shading.

SIXTH YEAR.

Comprehensive reviex of the fun,tious studied, with examples from geometry and
physics. especially mechanics.

Gromery.Constnictive treatment of conic sections, with indications of their
analytic representation.

With reference to the method of instruction in the normal schools
the committee emphasizes the need of reform. The pupils should
he discouraged from mechanical work and memorization. In place
of the dogmatic and didactic teaching, which tg a characteristic of
the Prussian schools in particular, more encouragement should be
given to independent and experimental work, especially in geom-
etry. Great importance should be attached to oral expression and
mental arithmetic. The students should be trained to construct
their own problems, and should bet istricted to problems of a practical
character rather than the mere elaboration of fictitious exercises.
More attention should be given to graphs and graphic representation,
and to some extent to the history of important theories and principles.
In the final year the instructor should he given free scope and should
aim to give the students some acquaintance with the problems of
higher mathematics and an insight into mathematical method to
serve as a preparation for further study.

In the training of the students in the methods of the teaching,
two principal types are again found. A number of States, follow-
ing the practice of Prussia, assign instruction in methods of each
subject to the specialist. Thus, while one teacher gives the general
method and principles of teaching, the teacher of mathematics has
charge of the instruction in the special methods of his subject. In
the second type one teacher has charge of all the purely pedagogic
work of the school and gives courses in both general and special
methods. It is felt, however, that in boar types when methods
courses are handled by two instructors, there may be not only any
absence of uniformity, but even that contradictory principles may
be enunciated. This danger is all the greater in those States in
which the specialist. in subject matter has had no experience in the
elementary school, while on the other hand it is feared that too often
the special-- teacher of method may for example, be inadequately
trained in mathematics. To avoid these dangers a system of coop-
eration has been adopted in Saxony between the specialist and the..
teacher of general method. While the specialist throughout the
course aims to show the development and interconnection of the
different parts of the subject with special reference to the elementary
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school. the method teacher in a brief course of 15 hours Oyes a his-
torical outline of the special method and discusses the aim and
problems of mathematical instruction and the arrangement and dis-
tribution of the material for the elementary schools. On th;s sub-
ject the committee already referred to recommends that the course
on method should include the methods of teaching in all grades of
the elementary schools, a critical study of methods and theories,
and an examination of the most usual apparatus and local text-
books. To give- a comprehensive view of the subject, the course
should not omit reference to the methods both of the kindergarten
and of the secondary schools. while some assistance and advice should
be given to the students for their own further study.

The permanent appointment of German teachers can only be
secured by passing a second examination for which canditlat4s 1w-
come as a rule t we years after they have passed the first
examination at the close of their normarschool career. The second
examination, however, is rather of a practical or professional char-
acter and is intended to test the ability of the candidate as a teacher
rather than as a student. While a test is, as a rule, given iii a special
elective subjeet, it is not of so much imports1We as professional
skill. Since the first appointments are in 1110St eases iii rural districts,
the teachers are thrown on their own resources and any study that
they undertake must necessarily be done independently and without
guidance. Bavaria has instituted district extension courses to pre-
pare for the second examination, but this practice appears to he
isolated. A stimulus is afforded to further study by the examinations
for promotion to-principalships or positions in the middle schools
and normal schools. Increasing opportunities are being offered, as
in Saxony, Hesse, Wurttemberg, and Bavaria, to students who acquit
themselves excellently in the final examination at the normal schools
to proceed to the universities, but as students who, do so rarely
return to the elementary schools, a discussion of these facilities and
examinations is not appropriate here.

HUNGARY.

The Hungarian normal schools are maintained by the State or
the different religious denominations, schools of the latter type
being in the majority. Separate schools exist for the training of men
and women. All the schools follow more or less closely the program
prescribed by the State. These have been recentry revised (1911)
and brought into closer agreement with modem reform movements.
The normal schools furnish a four-year course to candidates who are
admitted at the age of 14 from the lower classes of the secondary
schools and the intermediate schools (Burgerschulez4.
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The aim of instruction in mathematics is declared to be
thti otudy of algebraic foundations of do, common arithmetical operations, the knowl-
edge and aceurato application of practical arithmetical problems taken from daily
life, and the study of tho most important principles and the simplest practical appli-
cation of elementary r;oometry, with particular attention to the needs of elementary
school instruction

The following outline indicates the scope of the course in mathe-
matics:

FIRST YEAR (four hours).

Arithmetic and elementary algebra Introduction to the nomenclature of algebra;
fundamental operations of ahrebra. Negative numbers, the numl,er system; the
fundamental operations in the decimal system. Itivi-ibifity of int eeral panthers.
Fundamental operations with common fractions and de imals. Simple equations
with one unknown: graphic equations with two or three unknowns.

aromory: Measurement of length and angles. Angles Parallel straight lines.
The chief properties of the triangle, quadrilateral. polygon, and circle.

micOND YEAR (three holing).

Arithmetic and elementary algebra.. Powers and roots The second and third power
of algebraic and decimal oppressions. Fractional numbers; pure and anzNI quad-
ratic equations with one unknown: imagines ). and complex numbers.

Gr i.netry: Principles of (-quail!). Problems of eonstruction with reference to the
triangle, quadrilateral, and regular polygons Similar;fy ortigures; similar triangles;
the theorem of Pythsgora.. Inscribed and circumscribed triangles and quadrilat-
erals. ealculatios of the side of an equilateral triangle and the regular hexagon.
The eiremnferenei- calculation of area of these figures.

THIRD YEAR (two hours

Arithawic elementary algebra: Proportion; rule of three and proportional divi-
sion. Percentage in commercial and statistical applications; coinage; alloys; national
and foreign money systems

Gromefry: Analytic geoMetry of the point, straight line, and triangle, with cone-
spending development of the prerequisite algebraic knowledge, bared upon the func-
tion concept and graphic meth:sls.

Method: Discussi,dt and explanations of the syllabus and suggestions fur teaching
arithmetic and geometry in the elementary schools, including a consideration of
manuals, textbooks, and apparatus.

FOURTH YEAR (three hours).

Arithmetic and elementary algebra: Simple interest and discount. Arithmetical and
geometric progressions. Principles of comp:inn I interest (savings banks, annuities,
redemption of loans); compound- interest tables. The most important features of
cimmercial practice and exchange.

Geometry: Relation of lines and planes in space. Simple exercises in leveling.
Lines of equal height.. Reading of topographic, especially military, charts; simple
exer.1108 in surveying. Construction, surface, and volume of the prisms, cylinder,
pyramid, cone, and conic sections, and the sphere. Definition and construction of
the ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola.

The chigf criticism that is made against this syllabus is on the
ground of arrangement. While it is thought that the addition of
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logarithms and the elements of plane trigonometry would be a great
gain, it is felt that this is the only criticism that can be made on the
ground of subject matter. Considerable improvement could, how-
ever, be made if all the arithmetic were completed as a foundation
for the study of principles and of eigehrs, and if the algebra and geom-
etry were more closely correlated.

The professional study in the normal schools begins with the ob-
servation of instructions in the.model school from the third year on.
Practice teaching is commenced in the third year, but is not fully
developed until the fourth year, when each student teaches six hours
a week.

ITALY.

The training of teachers for Italian elementary schools is provided
in normal schools, which are classed with secondary schools.
The normal schools are organized on a three-year basis, and until
recently boys and girls were taught in separate institutions. Co-
eduoational schools have, however, sprung up within the last few
years. Since the normal schools can not supply the demand for
teachers created by the establishment of new elementary schools
and the extension of the elementary-school period, special two-year
courses (corer magistrali) have been established for students who
have passed through the ginnasi, which give a five:year secondary-
school course. The corgi magistrali are mainly of a professional
character.

Students are admitted to the normal schools at about the age of
15 from higher elementary or intermediate schools with three-year
courses beyond the elementary schoolsscuole tecniche for boys and
senate camplementari for girls. Admission is by certificate from these
schools; entrance examinations are given only in special cases.
Each institution is equipped with a complete elementary school for
practice and observation, while the girls' normal schools have, in
addition, kindergartens and complementary schools attached to
them.

Normal-school instructors must be graduates of 'universities and
are appointed on the basis of a competitive examination. In the
boys' normal school the same instructor has charge of mathematics,
physics, and natural sciences; in the girls' schools these subjects are
in different-hands, but the instructor of mathematics is also required
to teach in the complementary school.

A striking feature of the mathematical program, which is given
below, is the omission of arithmetic in the first year of the course
and the introduction of algebra in its place. Special attention is
also given to method in the second year, a survival probably from
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the time when a teacher's lower certificate could be obtained at theolose of that year. The program is as follows:

FIRST YEAR (three hours boys, two hours girls).

Algebra: Introductory ideas. The four operations with integral quantities; equa-tions of the first degree with one unkown. Square and cube roots with approxima-tions.

Geometry: Definitions and introduction to plane geometry. Angles, triangles, andqbadrilaterals. Regular and irregular polygons. Circle. Equality of polygons.
Measurement of straight lines, angles, polygons, and circles. Equality of planefigures and principal theorems concerning plane figures.

bECOND YEAR (two hours).
Arithmet. Magnitudes; numbers; numeration; analysis of the four operations.Methods teaching numbers and the four operations in the elementary schools.Ratio an proportion.
Geontry: Proportional lines and similar'polygons. Methods of teaching the notionsof plane geometry in the elementary schools.
Bookkeeping: Inventory; trial balance; accounts rendered.

THIRD YEAR (two hours).

Arithmetic: Magnitudes in direct and inverse ratio; rule of three, simple and com-pound; solution of related problems by proportion and reduction to unity. Methods41T teaching the rule of three in the elementary schools.
Geometry: Straight lines and surfaces and their relative position in space. Dihedraland polyhedral angles; polyhedrons; prisms, cylinder, pyramid, cone, sphere. Funda-mental notions of congruence and similarity. Methods of teaching solid geometry

and the metric system in elementary schools.
Bookkeeping: Daybook; ledger; cashbook.

This is by no means an ambitious program. Its critics object that
the time allotted to it is insufficient, and that the arrangement is
illogical, since much of the early work depends on a knowledge of
matter which is at present postponed to a later year. Furthermore,the students under the present arrangement fail to obtain a compre-
hensive and systematic view of the methods of instruction and, ofthe program of the elementary schools. The regulations prescribe
that arithmetic must be taught with scientific rigor, while instructionin geometry is to be deductive in the firsi year and inductive in thesecond and thirda distinction which the reformers regard as vagueand meaningless.

The normal schools have been under fire for some time. It is feltthat the course of three years is too short a time in which to traincultured and efficient teachers. The practice of crowding the aca-demic and cultural subjects and the professional subjects together is
not only dangerous, but results in inefficiency. Demands are nowbeing made for a longer course; for a separation of the two main
purposes of the normal schoolsthe general and professional training;
for better coordination between the various subjects; and for a reor-
ganization of-the program to the exclusion of the superfluous and an
emphasis on the new elements demanded by modern culture.

80
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RUSSI A.

The Russian public elementary school system provides for three
types of schools: The ungraded elementary school with a course of
three years, gradually being extended to four years, receiving pupils
at the age of 7; the two-class elementary school which gives a five-
year course, divided into two sections of three and two years, and
which receives pupils at the age of 7; and the municipal elementary
school, which in general gives a four-year course to pupils coming
from the elementary school at the age of 10 or 11. The first two
types of school are taught by a single teacher. The mathematical
work of these schools is necessarily Simple. In the elementary
schools arithmetic only is taught, 'with the briefest outlines of
geometry. The arithmetic here covers the four operations with
abstract and concrete numbers and simple fractions, and geometry
includes simple ideas of form and measurement. Five hours a week
for the whole school are allotted to the subject. In the elementary
schools with two classes the progtam is somewhat extended, but there
is much variation both in selection of subject matter and in the time
allotment, which ianges from three to six hours for arithmetic and
from one to three hours for geometry. Arithmetic is carried up to
common fractions, decimals, problems in the rule of three, alligation,
alloys, partnership, and interest. In.struction in geometry
to a concrete basis.

The mathematical work in the municipal elementary schools is
still organized on the basis of regulations issued in 1877, and includes
arithmetic, geometry, and algebra. Arithmetic, to which are devoted
from 8 to 16 hours a week in all the classes together, covers recurring
decimals and proportions. Geometry, from 6 to 9 hours a week, is
restricted to a fairly complete study of the problems occurring in
plane geometry. The work in algebra, from 2 to 4 hours a week, is
carried as far as simple equations.

It is obvious from the above that the preparation of students who
enter the normal sc ols is very slight. Two types of normal schools
are maintained, corresp nding to the two main types of elementary
schools. The normal seminaries are intended for the training of
teachers (men and women) for the lower elementary schoolsthe
ungraded and the two-class schoolsand the normal institutes for the
training of teachers (men only) for the municipal schools. Students
are admitted to these institutions on the basis of a competitive
examination. Candidates for the normal seminaries are drawn from
among the more able pupils of the two-class schools, who, on com-
pleting their course, usually remain for review and practical work
under the direction of their teachers until they reach the eligkble age
of 14. Candidates for admission to the normal institutes must have
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completed the courtis of a municipal elementary school and be 16
years of age.

The length of the normal seminary oourse is three years, but efforts
are successfully being made to extend it to four years. The aim of
the mathematical course is closely adjusted to the demands of the
future career of the students, i. e., the curriculum of the lower ele-
mentary schools. The course is as follows:

(1) Theoretic arithmetic with solution of problems. Five to eight hours a week are
devoted to the subject according to the previous preparation of thestudents.

(2) Principles of algebra. Here there is much divergence, both in standards, which
vary from simple equations to quadratic equations, progressions, and logarithms, and
in time which ranges from one to five hours a week.

(3) Six to eight hours a week are given to geometry, the program in which is identical
with that of the secondary schools (given below) with the exception that more atten-
tion is given to surveying.

The two upper classes have instruction in the methods of teaching
arithmetic and geometry, one hour a week being given to each. The
graduating class has practice teaching in a two-class school.

The aim of the work of the normal institutes is defined in the same
way as that of the normal seminaries. The standards are accordingly
higher, both for this reason and because the prtparation of the
students has been more extensive. The following is an outline of the
mathematical course:

(1) Theory of a:ithmetic (one-half to three hoursa week).
(2) Algebra up to binomial theorem, recurring decimals, etc. (seven to eight hours).
(3) Geometry (four to five hours) follows the program of the secondary schools, via:

Straight lines; angles; parallels; triangles, quadrilaterals and polygons in general;
circumference. Fundamental problems of construction and numerical example0
Measurement of straight lines and angles. Proportionality of segments. Similarity
of triangles and polygons. Numerical relation of the sides of a triangle. Regular
polygons. Limits. Length of circumference and calculation of it. Simple problems
of con,Li fictions and numerical applications to each figure studied Relative position
of lines ant planes in space. Dihedral and polyhedral angles.

Regular polyhedronsareas and volume of prisms and pyramidsround bodies
cylinder, cone, and sphere, and calculation of their area and volume.

(4) Plano trigonometry with a little of spherical trigonometry (one or two hours).
This subject, however, is not prescribed and may be introduced optionally.

The upper classes have instruction in methods of teaching mathe-
matics in the municipal elementary schools, to which the graduating
class is also assigned for practice teaching.

The regulations recommend that the method of teaching in the.
normal seminaries should be didactic without neglecting, however,
the .importance of developing habits of independent work. In the
normal institutes the method of the recitation is employed withdrill,
reviews about every term. The' extbooks play a secondary part
an41 are used merely for purposes of reference. The same books are
used in the secondary schools.
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The staffs of the normal seminaries are recruited from among
university graduates and in mathematics from those who have

graduated in the faculty of science. But since the supply of these
is short, graduates of the normal institutes are not infrequently
appointed. In the normal institutes the instructors are exclusively
university graduates. It is objected that such training is not ade-
quate qualification for normal school positions, since the university
graduates have no acquaintance whatever with the elementary
schools and have had no pedagogic training, while the courses of the
normal-schools are not definitely prescribed. It is claimed, hoyvever,
that these disadvantages are offset by the introduction of a broad
and scholarly spirit into the training of the future teachers.

Since the supply of normal school graduates is small, candidates
for teaching positions are also accepted who pass examinations in
the theory and practice of the work of the elementary schools with
out any special training in oqe typo or other of. the normal schools.

SWEDEN.

The system of normal schools of Sweden belongs to that class which
limits itself somewhat closely to the actual neeils of the future teacher.
Two types of schools are maintained -the regular four-year normal
school for men and women, maintained by the State, and institutions
for training infant school teachers (Kleinschulseminar), attended
almost entirely by women, and giving a cou e varying in duration
from one to two years.

Candidates for admission to the normal sch ols must be between
16 and 26 and must pass an entrance examination on the subjects of
the elementary school curriculum. Since the number of candidates
is usually greater than the number of vacancies, this examination is
practically competitive. Preparatory institutions have been estab-
lished to cram students for these examinations. Some of the students
are graduates of "Real schools." Students from the universities
who desire to teach in elementary schools are admitted to short courses,
usually of one year's duration. The instruction-in the normal-schools
is given by university-trained specialists who have the same qualifi-
cations as candidates for teaching appointments in secondary schools.

The mathematical Bourse of the normal school is at present still
unsatisfactory, for the reason that it does not furnish a much more
extensive course than that found in elementary schools. The regu-
lations bearing on the subjects date back to 1886, with some amend-
ments in 1894, and do not Contemplate an extensive course. Their
prescriptions, however, are.regarded as minimal, and several normal
schools have adopted broader standards. Thus they have intro-
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duced algebra up to arithmetical and geometric progressions, geome-
try of as high a standard as that taught in the secondary schools,
and a little trigonometry, branches which are not required by the
regulations. Four hours a week are devoted to mathematics in the
first three years and two hours in the fourth. Professional work is
begun, in the second year with observation and practice teaching
under the direction of the specialist instructors.

The following general outline of the course in mathomatics'repre-
sents the letter rather than the spirit of the present day; the latter
is being strongly influenced by modern reform tendencies:

Exercises to qt5iin speed and accuracy in handling the four operations with integral
numbers and ffactions, with applications and problems on the most important prac-
tical needs; the knowledge of theory underlying these operations; the theory of
numerical equations of the first degree with one unknown; mental arithmetic, espe-
cially with the numbers from 1 to 100; extraction of squire and cube root; and in-
troduction to bookkeeping.

Principles of geometric bodies, the general properties of, the most important plane
figures, with the method of their measurement and calculation.

The institutions for training infant-school teachers (Bleinschul-
seminar) are governed by the regulations of 1897. The scope of the
mathematical course is even more restricted than of that given above.
It includes: Speed in the four operations with integral numbers and
fractions, and their application to simple practical problems with
exercises in mental arithmetic.

While geometry is not referred to in the regulations, it has been
'introduced in several institutions.

The Whole question of the normal-school curriculum has been under
discussion for several years,.and it is highly probable that changes
will be made that will bring the curriculum into conformijy with the
demands of recent reform movements.

SWITZERLAND. ../
The educational system of Switzerland presents an interesting

parallel with that of the United States. So far as the training of
teachers is concerned, the system is entirely local, though slight aid
is given by the Federal Government. Since, as in the United States
there is a great variety of students without the minimum require-
ments usually established under systems that are centrally organized,
it is practically impossible to present a comprehensive account of
the work of the schools.

The normal schools are public and private; some tare independent
institutions, others are departments of secondar "middle"
schools; a few are coeducational; others admit only one sea.' In a
few instances special short courses of two or three semesters are
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organized for graduates of the "Real schools" and gymnasiums, but
as a general rule the 'normal schools are intended for students enter-
ing between the ages of 14 and 16 from a higher elementary school
(Sekundarschule). With a few exceptions the duration of the courses
is four years. The divergence of standards of attainment is very
great; some institutions offer the same standard of wqrk as the
gymnasiums, while, others hardly surpass those of the higher ele-
mentary schools. In the best schools the mathematical subjects
include arithmetic and algebra, geometry, surveying; theory of pro-
jections, commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping, and mathematical
drawing. The total number of hours devoted to these subjects ranges
from 10 to 28 a week, with an average of about 19 for the four classes.

At least three types of courses can be distinguished: (1) Those
limited to a review of the elementary school courses and instruction
in method; (2) those which aim to give a, deeikr and better com-
mand of the mathematical work of the elementary, higher elemen-
tary, and "middle" (secondary) _schools with an emphasis on prac-
tical and mental arithmetic1th° idea of number, numeration, com-
mon and slecimal fractious, and general insight into the content side
of practical arithmetic; (3).those in which mathematics is taught as
in the gymnasiums as a cultural subject with training in mathemati-
cal thinking.

In general, the courses in geometry confine theruselli-N to the study
of surface and volume. But attempts are being made to extend this
and to include the theory of projections, conic sections, mathematical
geography, and physics.

The methods of instruction naturally lily with the scope of the
courses, so that while drill is emphasized in the lower stage the higher
stage introduces a scientific treatment of the subject.

Under these circumstances it will perhaps be most useful for the
purpose in hand to present an outline of one .of the fullest courses,
premising, however, that this represents the goid to which most of
the normal institutions (for men at any rate) aspire rather than con-
ditions widely prevalent. The course given is that of the normal
schiiol of the Canton of Zurich, at Knsnacht.

Aim of mathematics course: To give training in clear comprehension of space and
number in the use of critical and logical processes of numerical and measurable quan-
tities; to develop ability in terns, clear, and logical expression; to train in the recog-
nition of the quantitative relations and problems of practical life, nature, and tech-
nology, and to %Ave these with insight and accuracy by calculationand drawing.

FIRST Y NAIL (five homy).

(a) Atithmetic: Review of rule of three and simple bookkeeping; profit and cost
accounts. Mental arittunetici. Short methods. Ratio and proportion.

(b) General aril/mut*: Opbratlons of the first and second stages with general num-
bers; rational numbers; powers with integral exponents.
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(c) Algebra: "Equations of the first degree with one unlmown. Prohlatna.
(d) Plane geometry: Review of ideas of apace and the establishment of fundamental

ideas. Lines, circle; measurement of distance and angles; parallels and centraland
axial symmetry; congruence. Translation and rotation. Construction of triangles.
Principles of general and special quadrilaterals, secants, tangents, and circumscribed
triapgles. Comparison, computntion, and measurement of the areas of triangles and

11 polygons.

SECOND YEAR (SIX hours).

(a) Bookkeeping: Accounts current with-payment of' interest and use of interest
tables; elements of double entry limited to simple commercial processes.

(b) Arithmetic: Extraction of square and cube root. Irrational numbers. General
involution. Prime numbers.

(r) Algebra: Equations of first degree with several wArnowns.
(d) .Plane geometry: Similarity of plane figures. Scale drawing. Regular polygons

and measurement of circle. Construction of simple algebraic expressions. Line and
circle as loci. Methods of solving probhnis in planimetric construction. Practical
exercises in use of simple instruments. Application to surveying of small plats of
land.

(e) Trigonometry: Definition of the functicins of sot° angles; study of right angles
and equilateral triangles. Problems with Use of numerical values of functions.

THIRD YEAR (five or six hours)

(a) Arithmetic: Theory of common logarithms. Arithmetical and geometric pro-
gressions. Compound interest and annuities.

(b) Algebra: Solution and theory of equation of the eetond degree with one
unknown.

(c) Trigonometry: Principles of obtuse angles, .t., iangle and 'geometric application.
Continuation of definitions. Problems, especially of triangulation. Physics and
solid geometry. General definitions and chief principles of goniometry. Construction
of trigonometric expressions and examples of the trigonometric analysis of geometric
constructions.

(d) Solid geometry:' Relative positions of objects in space, and especially parallels
and perpendiculars. The idea of projections, measurement of distances and space,
angles, symmetry. Uniquely determined construction of trihedral and polyhedral
angles. The sum of the sides and angles of convex polyhedrons. Euler's theorem
on polyhedrons and regular polyhedrons.

(e) Theory of projections: Inclined parallel projections as illustrative material.
Representation of points, straight lines, plane polygons, and simple objects in ground
plan and elevation. Folding. The ellipse as projection of a circle and its focal
determination.

FOURTH YEAR (Six hours).

(a) Arithmetic: The principal notions of permutations. Elements of probability
applied to insurance.

(I) Coordinate geometry: Rectangular and polar coordinates in plane and space.
Graphic representation of the simplest functions of one variable. Graphic solution of
numerical equations.

(e) Solid geometry: The sphere and its related surfaces. Plane sections of thew
surfaces. Spherical triangles. Areas and volume of simple solids and their parte.
Application to determination of weight.

(d) Theory of projections: Representation of polyhedra and elementary curved
solids in ground plan and elevation. Plane diagrams of the sttrfaces of solids. Making
of models. The chief map projections. Simple problems of intersection with appli-
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cation to shading. Fundamental ideas of 'geometric perspective, especially of the
vanishing point and foreshortening. ,

(e) Methodic and historical survey in the field of pure and applied arithmetic and the
study of forms in the elementary school.

The certification of the students as teachers depends on a final
examination which consists of two parts, general-academic and pro-
fessional. Both parts of the examination may be taken at the same
time, or-the professional examination in theory and practice of teach-
ing may be postponed for one or two years during which the candi-
dates are expected to teach in an elcInentary school. No provision
is made, however, for the supervision of the candidates during this
period.

UNITED :iTATES.
In dealing with educational topics concerning the United States it

is difficult to do more than present a general picture ° tendencies,
since the standards in different parts of the country va - so greatly'
and since they are at different stages in their develoi.ment. But
this variety is perhaps no greater than in Switzerland and, in the
matter of training of teachers, than in England. In some States
the qualifications_ demanded of teachers in elementary schools are
still no higher than the attainments of one or two years beyond the
elementary schools, while at the other end of the scale teachers may
have the qualifications of college graduates. The most general
standard may, however, be said to be graduation from high school,
with two years of normal school training. The mathematical attain-
ments will thus have been acquired in the eight grades of an elemen-
tary school, four years of high school, and two years of normal
school.

The work of the elementary grades covers the four fundamental
operations, fractions, decimals, and percentage, with business appli-
cations. Mensuration and algebra aie includild in some systems in
the eighth grade. There is more uniformity in the first six grades
than in the last two. The variations in the seventh and eighth
grades are due not only to differences in amount.pf subject matter
taught, but also to the employment of the department system.
Departmental teaching in these grades is quite common in the larger
school systems and is being extended as rapidly as circumstances
permit. Under this system teachers are employed who are not only
more experienced, but have had special training for the work and are
frequently,College graduates. Where algebra and geometry are not
introduced, more intensive work is given in the practical and busi-
ness applications of arithmetic. There is a tendency in the better
schools to emphasize thoroughness and practical utility. In the
schools where algebra is taught, there is again some variation in scope
and method; some courses are merely based on high-school texts; in
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others the subject is introduced as part of the work in arithmetic.
The amount of geometry taught in the.elementary schools has in
recent years tended to decrease. The men.3uration of geometric
figures has always been included in arithmetic textbooks. The
reform movement in geometry, however, while not widespread, aims
to cultivate habits of geometri study and to train such powers of
observation and generalization as thin to geometric data.

In the high schools thecurriculu n mathematics is determined
in general by the admission requireme of the colleges, especially
in those States which have a comple nd State-wide organization of
education, crowned by the university. This is true, also, in other
States and oven in the smaller communities, where few, if any, of the
pupils plan to go to college, and where the local school committee
&claims the intention of following university guidance. And evenwhere thit is not true of other subjects of study, it holds for the
mathematical curriculum, because, apart from the colleges, the sub-
ject is not defined by any other authority that the schools are willingto accept.

The ordinary mathematical course in high schools includes algebra,
plane geometry, solid geometry, and trigonometry, .and, less fro-
frequently, arithmetic. The algebra courses are usually divided into'
three groupt;, (1) up to quadratics; (2) quadratics up to the bino-
mial theorem; and (3) an advanced course, including various discon-
nected subjects and intended to furnish prizmarktion for further
mathematical study. In plane geometry the ordinary sequence is
that of Legendre, including geometric constructions and original exer-cises ("riders"). Under solid geometry are included the usual topics
up to the surface and volume of the sphere. The course in trigo-
nometry includes definitions, the formulas and their proofs, loga-
rithms, and triangles with practical applications to surveying r.nd
navigation. Whore arithmetic is included, nct more than half a
year is devoted to it, usually at the beginning of the course, to mike
up any deficiencies in the elementary school preparation, or in order
to insure facility and accuracy in routine operations. It must benoted that under the elective System no student in high school is
required to take all the courses offered in mathematics, with the resultthat the mathematical equipment of the future teachers varies con-
siderably both in scope and depth.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS.

The institutions for training teachers fOr the elementary schools are
in a preponderating majority normal schools maintained by the State.A few of the larger cities maintain their own training institutions, andthere exist in addition a number of private normal schools. More
recently there have been established training classes in connection
with high schools, for the purpose of training teachers for rural
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schools. The high-school training classes usually offer one year of
professional study either as part of or at the end of the regular high-
school course. There is great variation in the entrance requirements,
in the quality and amount of the work offered, and in the length of
the course. With the, exception of the high-school training classes,
the training institutions as a rule offer a two-year professional course
based on graduation from high schools. But, as usual, it is impossible
to generalize, for some normal schools offer five-year courses beyond
the 'elementary school; others one-year courses beyond the high
school. The State normal schools with a two-year course beyond the
high school may be taken as the type. They are generally supported
by appropriations by the State legislatures. A small number of these
schools are supported by a specifietate tax, supplemented by ap-
propriations by the State legislatures, and in a few cases they receive
some income from the sale or rental of public-land grants. A few
State normal schools have small permanent endowments. Tuition is
free, except for slight incidental fees, to persons declaring an intention
to teach in the State in which the school is located. With the excep-
tion of a few schools in the South, the State normal schools are
coeducational.

The curticulum of these schools includes academic and professional
subjects. The quality of the academic work varies greatly, partly be-
cause o( the variety of preparation of the students, partly because of the
lack of training on the part of the teachers and tne heavy programs
that they too frequently carry. Mit the graduates of the better nor7
mal schools usually receive full credit for two years' work on entrance
to college and universities. The professional studies include psy-
chology, history of education, methods, observation and criticism of
instruction, and practice teaching. All normal schools have facilities
for practice teaching, either in schools under their immediate control or
in schools of the regular public system. The practice or training school
is usually under the charge of a member of the normal school faculty,
whose task it is to coordinate the work of the normal schools and prac-
tice schools. The practice teaching of the students is done under his
supervision and that of critic teachers.

There aro as yet no definite qualifications required from normal-
school teachers. Accordingly, while the majority of the teachers who
have charge of mathematics are college trained, there is still a large
number with only high-school or normal-school training. Most of the
teachers of mathematics would prescribe work through the calculus
as the minimum academic preparation for teachers of mathematics in
normal schools; a few would include more advanced courses as the
minimum. It is gberally admitted, too, that such teachers shout
have had some professional preparation as wall as experience in teach-
ing in elementary and high schools. With the gradual extension of
the scope of the work of the normal schools, 'as, for example, the
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inclusion of analytics and calculus in the curriculum offered, there is
a tendency also to require at least one year of graduate work from the
teachers of these subjects.

It is usually assumed that students have had a high-school course
in arithmetic of one term or semester, one year or more of algebra,
and one year of geometry, usually plane. In some normal schools
arithmetic is required of students found wanting" in its subject
matter. In many schools solid geometry, advanced arithmetic,
advanced algebra, and trigonometry are offered as electives.

It is thus apparent that the teacher of mathematics in the first
six grades has a knowledge of subject matter in formal mathematics
far beyond any of, the actual needs arising within these grades.
That this knowledge of subjects beyond elementary arithmoticis
effective in the teaching of the arithmetic, it would be very difficult
to show. The formal and isolated character of the work in algebra
and geometry, as they are usually taught, leaves them barren of
any content values having a bearing upon anything which appears
in the usual work of the first six grades. Even in the best normal
schools there is little evidence that the work in algebra and geometry
is any less academic than in the classical high schools. In the
normal school "humanistic" values should certainly most fully
reveal themselves. There is but little specific preparation for the
teaching of seventh and eighth grade mathematics. There is a
failure to realize the truth of the statement that "this (seventh)
grade marks the approach of the time Shen the pupil should pass
from mere control and manipulation to understanding and investi-
gation," and to provide the kind of instruction needed to lead the
pupil out into the broader field of mathematical knowledge.

The following table shows for 61 schools the different courses
given, the number of schools offering each course, and the average
number of hour; given to each course:

Number of schools offering certain courses.

Run Meets.

Arithmetic
Elementary algebra
Plane geometry
Advanced algebra
Solid geometry
Methods of teaching
Mathematics
Plane trWriometry
Spherical trigonometry
Analytior
Calculus
Theory of equations
Differential equations
Surveying
Analytical mechanics
History of mathematics

Number Average
of school.; number
offering of hours.

All. 100
All. 171
An. 113

139
18 72

33

40 77
4 80

23 98
23 87

3 62
1 48

11 57
1 48
8 70
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The professional courses and work include --n-eetres6 in arithmetic
methods or in arithmetic with some attention to methods in all
normal schools, observation and practice teaching in some form in
most of them, and a course in the history of mathematics in very fpw.
The subcommittee of Committee No. I, that dealt with the prepr.Ta-
don of elementary branches in the preparation of the American
report to the international commission, came to the conclusion that
great differences in ideals and practice exist with reference to the
following points: There is variation from method as a mere incident
to subject matter to the use of full time for method in "methods"
courses; from no use whatever of current literature on the teaching
of mathematics; to "very extensive" use of such literature; from no
consideration of games and recreational devices to very careful
consideration and testing of . these; from no consideration of the
course of study in arithmetic for the grades to the full development
of such a course and the organization for presentation of certain
of its upits; from no mention at all of the history of the development
and teaching of mathematics to the establishment of well-organizel
courses in this subject.; from no observation of lessons in arithmetic
in the grades in connection with methods courses to one observa-
tion lesson each week during the course; from no practice teaching
at all required in mathematics to practice work in arithmetic for
all in at least two grades; from no supervision of practice work and
the teaching of mathematics in the training school by the teacher
of mathematics to close, jointly responsible supervision with the
grade supervisors; from positive discouraging of departmental teach-
ing of mathematics in the grades to positive advocating of it in middle
and upper grades; and from no differentiation in training for the
grades to courses in detsiled special methods for primary grades.

There are also evident the following points of general uniformity:
Entrance requirements to methods courses in arithmetic. are quite
uniformly high-school courses of about ono-half year's w...rk in
arithmetic, one year in algebra, and one-half year or one year in
plane geometry. Some kind of methods or teacher's course in
mathematics is found in all. Some, form of observation work,
either in connection with the couine In arithmetic methods or with
general method or practice teaching, is advocated by all. In gen-
eral, departmental work below the seventh is discouraged. No school
is fully satisfied with its present practice.

Suggestions for reform are of four types: Greater knowledge of
subject matter; a reorganization of arithmetic material, giving it
more vital relationship to the child's life and to social life; a more

intelfigent knowledge of the pedagogy of arithmetic; and a closer,
more vital relationship between the department of matheinatics -
and the teaching of arithmetic in the training school. Three ways
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are suggested for, bringing about this last relaticeship: By more
systematic observation work in the grades, by more responsibility
for the course of study and the methods of teaching in the grades,
and by the closer supervision of practice teaching in arithmetic by
the department of mathematics.

From inferences based upon th3 foregoing, and from reflection upon
the general problem, the committee believe that the beet theory and
practice of to-day point to the following conclusions: That a foun-
dation in subject matter as a basis for the prefessionlil study of
mathematics for teaching the subject in the first six grades of the
elementary school should include a minimum of one-half year in
high-school arithmetic, one year of algebra, and one year of .geometry;
that, exclusive of all C01111303 in psychology, pedagogy, principles of
teaching, general method, or history of education, a minimum of
one-half year's professional study of arithmetic should be required
to include the following: A course in "special method," the teaching
of elementary mathematics which should consider the more elemen-
tary phases of the psychology of number; principles of general method
in their application to arithmetic; educational values of arithmetic
and the place of arithmetic in the general educational scheme; the
organization of the elementary school.curriculum in arithmetic; the
organization of typical units of subject matter for presentation to
appropriate grades; the development and writing of typical plans for
teaching; theoutilization of local and general economic studies for
number application; the observation and discussion of typical lessons
in the grades showing concrete applications of principles developed;
the place of pilled and other recree tional devices in lower grade work
in number, and the historical development of the teaching of arith-
metic, showing the place and value of certain "methods," as the
Grebe, Speer, etc.

The committee believe, further, that every school engaged in the
preparation of teachers of mathematics should develop a museum or
teaching collection of materhilsapparatus, books, pamphlets, papers,
etc.which will aid in interpreting the historic development of the
subject, present-day practice, textbooks, etc.; that the head of the
department, of mathematics should be largely responsible for the
organization of the course of study in mathematics in the training
school in cooperation with the department of education and the
supervisors in the trainwg school; that the head of the department
of mathematics should aid in the supervision of the teaching of
mathematics in the training school; and that he, as well as the super-
visors or critic teachers, should be able to give demonstration.lessons
in the training school illustrative, of principles of teaching developed
in the "methods" class, and that the points ofemphasis in all obser-
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vatiuns, discussions, plans, and criticisms should be upon the basis of
fundamental principles rather than upon petty details.

The aim in the whole professional consideration of mathematics
for teachers of these grades is, broadly, to give ac4uai4tance with
the fundamental .principles of teaching arithmetic, ofithe organization
of its subject matter, of its place in the educational scheme, and of
its historical development. The teacher should be given the peda-
gogical outlook and perspective of arithmetic, as well as the ways
and means of teaching its details. He should know enough of the
psychology of number to enable him to secure healthy interest and
adequate drill and to sacrifice neitherikt the expense of the other.

The greatest problem of all at the present time would seem to be
to find teachers for departments of mathematics in normal schools
who themselves have the wide pedagogic outlook desired for such
work. When teachers can be found who have this larger perspective
and who will regard the training school as the laboratory for develop-
ing insight, intelligence, and a minimum of skill in' the teacher to be
sent out into the field at large, this vital, daily union of theory and
practice will do much to increase the efllciency of the prospective
teacher in elementary mathematics.

To this may be added the recommendations received by the sub-
committee that inquired into the conditions which a rational prepara-
tion of teachers for the seventh and eighth grades should fulfill. The
repli received were as follows: Massachusetts(a) normal or college
diplo , (b) summer school course at least every third year, (c) mem-
bershi in local mathematics club, (d) membership in New England
Mathem 'cal Association; Virginia(a) high-school course, (b) good
normal co e, with practice work; Georgia(a) teaching knowledge
of subject, (b) practice course, (c) ral 'course in pedagogy;
Indiana--inexperienced teachers should not be allowed in seventh or
eighth grade work; Iowagood knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry; Missourimore attention to subject matter, but method
not neglected.

IMPROVEMENT OF TEACHERS IN SERVICE.

The agencies for the further training of teachers in service ai:e far
more numerous in the United States than in ,any other country.
Among these may be mentioned teachers' institutes, summer schools,
reading circles, and the ordinary., routine supervision. Teachers'
institutes are classified into State, county, and city, the county being
the most usual unit. The meetings are generally held during the
school year, and the teachers are compelled to attend. The length
of the sessions varies from half a day, when the institutes are hold
several timed 'during the year, to five days or longer, when the insti-

.
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tuts assumes more the character of a regular training school at which
the regular lessons are assigned and recitations are conducted. There
is at present a widespread demand for reform in the method of con-
ducting the institutes to provide for genuine professional growth
instead of being what has been termed "inspirational." It is pro-
posed to replace the discussion of general topics witlia class of pupils
and discussions by the teachers. li:Rich a piogram arithmetic often
finds a place,. from twoto three hours in a five-day session being de-
voted to the subject. In this time the instructor may give his time
wholly to the detail of special method, or, perhaps, set before .the
institute the latest reforms and tendencies in the teaching of arith-
metic. The topics of a more general nature discussed by institute
instructors may be those concerned with the enriching of the course
of study, the making of arithmetic practical, the elimination of waste
material, the relative value of the topical and spiral plans in the
arrangement of subject matter, the place of algebra and geometry
in the elementary school, and others. In presenting special method .
the instructor may relate it to devices in the lower grades, the teach-
ing of the fundamental operations, explanations of problems, special
topics like percentage, etc.

Summer schools ere conducted by universities and 'colleges and
normal schools, or are specially organized by State educational au-
thorities. Their duration varies from 2 to 12 weeks. The work is, in
general, intended for teachers in service. Courses in mathematics have
been regarded in most.cases as special importance in these summer
curricula. In fact, in several instances the work began with courses
in mathematics and perhaps one other subject, and was gradually
extended to include courses in all the regular departments as the
number of students increased and the demand became apparent.

The courses offered in mathematics may be roughly divided into
two classes: (1) Those intended primarily to emphasize the pedagogic
aspect of the subject, and (2) those intended primarily to develop the
subject matter for its own sake or as a.prerequisite to other courses.
The pedigogic courses include critical studies of.the various elemen-
tary and secondary branches with reference to scientific interpitta-
tion and methods of presentation and also studies in the history of
mathematics, with special reference to the needs of teachers in ele-
mentary and secondary schools.

In general, it may be said that a large number of those in attend-
. ance at the summer sessions are teachers spending a part or all their

vacation in study, lb ut it does not follow that all are seeking the
strictly pedagogic courses. In fact, vesy many are pursuing courses
for degrees, and are therefore filling out requirements or choosing
elective work in subject matter in which they are interested. It is
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true, however, that in most cases where special courses of a peda-
gogic character are given they are well attended and fully appre-
ciated. On the other hand, there is a wide difference of opinion
among institutions offering summer work as to the usefulness of the
pedagogic courses as compared with the content courses. It is
believed by many that the best pedagogic training comes through
careful and diligent study of the subject matter under the guidance
of an inspiring teacher Who knows how to exhibit good methods and
to impress them by example, rather than precept, upon the students.

/As
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